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PREFACE. 

T HE body of this book-that is, the story of the 
strike in the provinces (Part;; II. and IV.) -is 

based upon confidential reports reoeived from Plebs 
members all over the country. A list of the areas 
covered by this investigation is given in the Biblio
graphy. The actual writing was done by three hands: 
Parts II. and IV. by R. W. Postgate; Parts I. and 
III. by J. F. Horrabin and Ellen Wilkinson. Each 
section was revised by the other two writers. 

In effect, therefore, the writing of this book is a 
first essay in the form of co-operative enquiry which 
we believe will be of the greatest value to the workers 
if it can be extended. We had intended to thank each 
of our collaborators by name, but it appears that in 
this democratic land there would in many cases have 
been grave risk of persecution had we done so. We 
must therefore be content with thanking them here 
collectively. 

The book owes much to Mrs. Daisy Postgate for 
her invaluable assistance in compiling the tables in 
Part III. Chapter I. We are also grateful to Mrs. 
Starr and Mrs. Horrabin for carrying through so well 
the considerable clerical work involved. 

].F. H. 
R.W.P. 
E.C.W. 

N.B.-This book is published by the Plebs League, 
and the National Council of Labour Colleges has no 
sort of responsibility for any views expressed in it. 
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A WORKERS' HISTORY 
of the GREAT STRIKE 

PART I. 
JuLY, 1925, TO MAY DAY, 1926. 

T HE General Strike of May, 1926, as all the 
world knows, arose out of a dispute in the 
British coal mining industry. It is necessary, 

in order to understand just how the Strike came to be 
called, to describe briefly the events of the previous 
few months. 

"Red Friday"-July 31st, 1925-had seen a 
dramatic .,climb-down by the Baldwin Government. 

July, 
1925 

Oh that day lock-out notices issued by the 
mineowners a month before were due to expire. 
The owners were resolved on the termination 
of the existing National Wages Agreement, 

and a reversion to the eight-hour day. The Miners' 
Federation had rejected these proposals, and, after 
discussing with the transport, railway, engineering 
and shipbuilding unions plans for an Industrial 
Alliance, had placed their case "unreservedly in the 
hands of the General Council of the T. U. C. as the 
supreme National Trade Union Committee." 

Already, a few days earlier, the General Council 
had issued a manifesto in which it had declared its 
support of the miners in no uncertain terms :-

The terms put forward by the Mining Association for a 
revised agreement propose drastic reductions in the already 
meagre wages paid to the miners, abolish the principle of the 
minimum wage, destroy the principle of national agreements, 
make the national unification of the industry an impossibility, 
and would, if carried to their logical conclusion, eventually 
lead to settlements between individual companies and their 
workers, and cause chaos within the industry. 
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The General Council appreciates to the full the fact that 
no self-respecting body of organised workers could negotiate 
on such terms, and it completely endorses the refusal of the 
Miners' Federation to meet the owners until the proposals 
have been withdrawn .... 

The Council had appointed a Special Committee, 
and this committee (Saturday, July 25th) met the 
transport and railway unions, and secured their 
agreement ''not to handle coal if the lock-out took 
1 " pace. 

During the following weeks events moved quickly. 
There were interviews between the T. U. C. Com
mittee and the Prime Minister, the mineowners and 
the Prime Minister, and the miners and the Prime 
Minister. At these meetings, Mr. Baldwin declared 
definitely that no subsidy would be given by the 
Government. The Court of Inquiry set up by the 
Government issued a report which strongly criticised 
the mineowners. The · International Miners' and 
Transport Workers' Federations decided on an 
embargo on coal in the event of a stoppage in Britain. 
Finally, a Special Conference of Trade Union 
Executives (Thursday, July 30th) approved the 
T. U. C. Committee's report, and empowered the 
General Council to give financial support to the 
miners, and to issue strike orders. 

That same night, instructions signed by representa
tives of the General Council, and countersigned by 
the officials of the railway and transport unions, went 
out to all parts of the country stopping all movement 
of coal after midnight on Friday, July 31st. 

Next day-"Red Friday"-the Prime Minister 
announced that the Government was willing to grant 
a subsidy for nine months, during which time a Royal 
Commission would hold a full inquiry ; the owners 
meantime withdrawing the lock-out notices. 
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The essential fact behind this apparent acceptance 
of defeat by the Government and the mineowners was 

that there were, at that time, no large 
Autumn, stocks of coal in reserve for a long 
1925 struggle. Accordingly, as soon as the 

subsidy came into operation the owners 
began their preparations for the fight which was bound 
to come at the end of the nine months' truce, by 
speeding up the production of coal. Throughout the 
winter the miners had no choice but to work hard 
piling up munitions for their enemies to use against 
them later. 

Nor was the Government idle. During September 
the 0. M.S. was formed, and received the official 
benediction of the Home Secretary.* Special efforts 
were made to increase the strength of the Special 
Constabulary, and ''Emergency'' plan~ . w,ere 
prepared and circulated among local authontles. T 

Meantime the Coal Commission was appointed 
(September 3rd), its terms of reference be.ing: '.'!o 
inquire into and report upon the ~~onom1c P?SitH:m 
of the coal industry and the cond1t1ons affectmg 1t, 
and to make any recommendations for the improve
ment thereof." It consisted of Sir Herbert Samuel 
(a politician with considerable financial experience) ; 

* In a public statement this organisation deci;;red; "For rn.any 
months past it has been evident that a movement 1s bemg orgamsed 
to take advantage of a trade dispute .... in order to .promote a 
general strike, and by suspending supplies and a:restm15 P,~wer, 
transport and sanitary services to paralyse the natwnal hfe. l!s 
own obj~cts were to enrol volunte~rs "for protecting the public 
services," and for doing work on railways, trams, road transport, 
etc., etc. 

+The Government's circular of instructions re transport arra??e
ments in the event of a Strike was sent out to all local authontles 
on November zoth-five months in advance. (G. Glasgow, The 
General Strike and Road Transport, p. roi.) 

II 
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Sir William Beveridge (an economist); the Hon. Sir 
Herbert Lawrence (managing partner of a banking 
house and a director of various compani~s) ; and Mr. 
Kenneth Lee (cotton). Owing to the action of the 
mineowners in breaking the terms of the July Agree
ment, by endeavouring in various districts to cut basic 
wage rates below the July level, the miners at first 
boycotted the Commission ; but a little later (October 
9th) a delegate conference agreed to take part in the 
Commission, subject to the wage question being 
pressed. 

It does not appear that the T. U. C. General 
Council regarded a further struggle as inevitable
as the mineowners and the Government obviously did. 
At any rate it did not consider the question of prepara
tion for a struggle an urgent one. This change in its 
attitude, as compared with the July days, is probably 
due to two main causes. First, there had been certain 
changes of personnel. Mr. Pugh had succeeded Mr. 
Swales as Chairman, and taken the latter's place on 
the Special Committee. Mr. J. H. Thomas had also 
returned to the Council as the railwaymen's repre
sentative. Second, there was a not unnatural spirit 
of optimism among the Left leaders in the Council, 
due to the all-too-easy victory of July ; a feeling that 
the struggle was over, rather than merely postponed. 

Not until January-when five of the nine months 
of truce had already passed-did the Special Com

mittee begin ''considering'' arrangements 
January, with the C. W. S. for feeding the strikers ; 
I 9 2 6 and even then nothing was settled. It also 

discussed the alternatives of (a) a simul
taneous general strike of all workers, and (b) the 
calling out of unions "in sections in order of their 
effective power,'' deciding finally on the latter. 
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From January 30th onwards it was in regular con
sultation with the miners' representatives, but it 
decided (February 19th) that though "previous 
declarations in support of the miners should be re
affirmed,'' no further steps should be taken pending 
the Report of the Coal Commission.* The Council's 
"re-affirmation" was sufficiently emphatic, as its 
declaration, dated February 26th, shows :-

.. While it would be premature at the present stage to 
attempt to formulate any detailed policy which may have to be 
pursued, the Committee has already reaffirmed the attitude 
of the Trade Union movement as expressed in July last, 
namely, that it would stand firmly and unitedly against any 
attempt to degrade further the standards of life in the coal
fields. There was to be no reduction in wages, no increase 
in working hours, and no interference with the principle of 
national agreements.** 

The Coal Commission issued its Report on March 
roth, and the following day a joint meeting of the 

Special Committee and the miners' repre
March, sentatives decided that, in order that the 
1926 Report should be thoroughly examined by 

all parties, "adequate time should be given 
to all concerned before coming to any decision." 

On April 8th the miners' representatives informed 
the Special Committee that, after due consideration 

of the Commission's Report, they had 
April, decided to ask the Trade Union movement 
I 926 to support them in their origin,al three-fold 

demand:-
No Reduction in Wages. 
No Increase in Hours. 
No Departure from National Agreements. 

The Special Committee, however, were more 
impressed with the Coal Commission's findings and 

* Bromley, Locomotive journal (July, 1926), p. 304. 
** Quoted by Cook, The Nine Days, p. 4· 
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recommendations-particularly with regard to. the 
necessity of a reduction in wages-than the mm.ers 
were. They accordingly (while again "reaffirmi?g 
previous declarations'') recommended that ''ne~otla
tions between the Mining Association and the Mmers' 
Federation should be continued without delay in order 
to obtain a clear understanding with regard to the 
Report of the Royal Commission, and. to r~duce 
points of differ.ence to the smalles~ possible dimen
sions." In plam terms, the Committee had come to 
the conclusion that the miners- ' 'like other people,'' 
as a prominent T. U. leader ~emarked-would ~ave 
to face, at any rate temporanly, q. wage reductwn; 
and it relied on the alleged willingness of the Govern
ment to accept the Commission's Report, undertake 
a drastic reorganisation of t~e industry, a?d so, 
ultimately, bring about an Improvement m the 
miners' conditions. 

A Miners' Delegate Conference on April 9th dis
cussed the letter from the T. U. C. in which this point 
of view was expressed, but adopted a resolut~on 
reaffirming their original programme- No Reductwn 
of Wages, No Increase of Hours, No Departure 
from the National Minimum. 

A position of deadlock was thus reached .between 
the T. U. C. Special Committee and the mmers, as 
well as between the latter and the Government and 
owners. 

The lock-out notices were posted at every pit on 
April I 6th-to expire I 4 days later. T~e miners 
remained firm. The owners refused to discuss the 
terms embodied in the notices . . Reserve stocks of 
coal were now high, and they want~d a fight. The 
Government's condition for interventwn was that the 
miners should accept the Coal Commission's Report, 

including the recommendation that wages must come 
down. The General Council agreed with the 
Government, but were prepared to argue that wage 
reductions (a) should not be the preliminary step in 
the reorganisation of the industry, and (b) that the 
reductions should not be so great as the Government 
and the owners demanded. 

On April 29th, the day before the lock-out notices 
were due to expire, a Special Conference of T. U. 
Executives again met in London. In his opening 
speech, Mr. Pugh said :-

While we are hoping and striving for an honourable peace, 
it may be that the General Council will require to call upon 
our affiliated bodies throughout the country to take part in a 
struggle which will test the resources, the Trade Union 
loyalty, and the spirit of working class unity and sacrifice of 
our people. 

Mr. Thomas moved, and Mr. Bevin seconded, a 
resolution in favour of continuing negotiations ''pro
vided t.hat the impending lock-out of the mineworkers 
is not enforced," and adjourning the Conference until 
next day ''to enable the General Council to consult, 
report, and take instructions. ' ' 

At mid-day next day (Friday, 30th), when already 
some thousands of men had been locked out, the 
owners, through the Prime Minister, offered terms 
consisting of a rather smaller reduction in wages 
than that laid down in the lock-out terms, and a 
reversion to the eight-hour day for at least three and 
a half years.* The Government was equally 
adamant in demanding, as a condition of any con
tinuance of the subsidy, that the miners must ''face 
an adjustment of wages . . . for a period during 
which the various \ schemes of reconstruction, 
organisation, amalgamations, etc. [recommended by 

*These new terms were "an all round reduction of 13! per cent. 
on standard wages" (Bromley, op. cit., p. 306). 
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the Commission] could be brought into effect.''* 
It went on with its own preparations for a struggle
the King signed the ''Emergency'' Proclamation 
ready for next day, and instructions were issued to 
all local authorities to hold themselves in readiness. 
"Civil Commissioners" were appointed, and put in 
charge of districts covering the whole country. 

All day the General Council's Committee sought 
to obtain withdrawal of the lock-out notices. The 
Special Conference meantime waited at the Memorial 
Hall. Shortly before midnight the members of the 
Committee returned, and reported that their efforts 
had failed. The lock-out had begun. "In all my 
long experience," said Mr. Thomas, "and I have 
conducted many negotiations, 1 never begged and 
pleaded like I begged and pleaded all day to-day. 
. . . But we failed . . . We have striven, we have 
pleaded, we have begged for peace, because we want 
peace. We still want peace. The nation wants 
peace. Those who want war must take the 
responsibility.'' 

Next morning (Saturday, May Ist) the Conference 
re-assembled. At a joint meeting of the General 

Council and the miners' representatives 
held before Conference opened, . Mr. 
Herbert Smith, for the miners, agreed 
"that all negotiations would now be 

carried on through the General Council, but that the 
Miners' Federation would be consulted." t 

The Council's ''proposals for co-ordinated action,'' 
involving the calling of a General (or partly general) 
Strike at midnight _on Monday, May 3rd, were 

· * Bromley, op. cit., p. 306. 
t Bromley, op. cit., p. 306. 

approved by 3,653,529 votes to 49,91 I. The vote 
was taken by reading a roll of the affiliated unions, 
the representative of each answering "Yes" or "No" 
to the call. In his speech explaining the Council's 
proposals, Mr . Bevin said:-

We look upon your "Yes" as meaning that you have placed 
y.our all upon the altar for this great Movement, and having 
placed it there, even if every penny goes, if every asset goes, 
history will ultimately write that it was a magnificent genera
tion that was prepared to do it rather than see the miners 
driven down like slaves. 

Mr. John Bromley's speech concluded with these 
words:-

How proud I am to be a part of this great movement and 
to see this splendid response. We have comrades not only 
worthy of the name, but worth fighting for. 

After Mr. Herbert Smith and Mr. J. R. MacDonald 
had also spoken, the Conference sang ''The Red 
Flag, ' ' and dispersed. 

The Council's Strike orders were at once issued. 
The industries to be called out first were :-

Transport, including -railways, sea transport, docks, 
wharves, harbours, canals, road transport, railway repair 
shops and contractors for railways, and all connected with 
the maintenance of, or equipment, manufacturing, repairs, 
and groundsmen employed in connection with air transport. 

Printing Trade, including the Press. 
Productive Industries. (a) Iron and Steel. 
(b) Metal and Heavy Chemical Group, including all metal 

workers and other workers who are engaged, or who may be 
engaged, in installing alternative plant to take the place of 
coal. 

Building Trade.-All workers engaged on building, except 
such as are employed definitely on housing and hospital work, 
together with all workers engaged in the supply of equipment 
to the building industry. 

Electricity and Gas.-"The General Council recommend that 
the Trade Unions connected with the supply of electricity and 
gas shall co-operate with the object of ceasing to supply 
power. The Council request that the Executives of the Trade 
Unions concerned shall meet at once with a view to formulat
ing a common policy." 

--.:;;;_--==---=-====--~--------,;---.-------------~---~- l 
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The vagueness of this instruction led, as will be seen, 
to many difficulties. 

The Council "directed" that sanitary services be 
continued, and "recommended" that there should be 
no interference with health and food services. The 
workers were to be called out by their respective 
Unions. The Trades Councils were charged with 
"the responsibility of organising the Trade Unionists 
in dispute in the most effective manner for the 
preservation of peace and order.'' The Council 
issued a warning against spies and others "using 
violent language in order to incite the workers to · 
disorder.'' And it directed the Executives of the 
Unions concerned to declare that "in the event of 
Trade Union agreements being placed in jeopardy, 
it be definitely agreed that there be no general 
resumption of work until those agreements are fully 
recognised.'' 

* * * 
Later that day Mr. Baldwin broadcasted a message 

to the nation-'' Keep steady. Remember peace on 
earth comes to men of goodwill." In the evening he 
and the T. U. C. Negotiating Committee resumed 
negotiations. These negotiations, resumed on 
Sunday, reached a point when it appeared exceed
ing likely that the General Strike would be called 
off before it began. But this part of the story can best 
be left to Chapter I I I., where the whole of the various 
negotiations before and during rhe Nine Days are 
described. All we need chronicle here is that, owing 
to the "war" party in the Cabinet getting the upper 
hand, Mr. Thomas's desperate efforts for peace 
failed again, and the General Strike began. 
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PART II. 
THE STORY OF THE STRIKE. 

. "ALVESCOT: All out here; God help us if we lose"-Entry 
zn OxFORD R 'AILWAY BULLETIN. 

CHAPTER I. 

A T midnight on Monday, May 3rd, it was 
found that among eleven hundred odd unions 

. of Great Bri~ain there were three blackleg 
~nwns. The Electncal Power Engineers' Associa
tiOn had offered its services to the Government in 
an ecstasy of servility ; its members generally 
supported the ?ec~sion of t~eir headquarters and 
s~abbed enthusiastically. Owmg to their occupa
tio~ t?~Y were as dangerous to the T. U. C. as Mr. 
Shirkte s blackleg safety men were to the miners in 
the aut~1mn. In the case of the National Union of 
J ournaltsts,. the Executive put out an instruction not 
to _w~rk WI~h blacklegs, which was ignored by a 
maJO~Ity of_ Its members.* Fortunately, the zeal of 
the nme-gumea-a-week brigade to reduce the miners' 
wages below fifty shillir:gs was largely wasted owing 
to the :efusa_l of the pnr~ters to prin~ their "copy." 
Th~ third umon, the NatiOnal Satlors and Firemen's 
Union, was blameless so far as the rank and file were 
concerned, _but Mr. ~avelock Wilson, its president, 
su~ceeded m preventmg the members obeying the 
stnke call nationally. The north-east coast seamen 
came out, Lancashire, and the southside of the 
Thames. Here Mr. Wilson took legal action against 

* / !ater inst;uction was sent out by the E.C. which was wholly 
con usrng and rn effect condoned the blacklegging. 
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his own local officers and secured on the I I th from 
a complaisant judge the singularly shaky '' Astbury 
judgment'' declaring the whole strike illegal.* No 
further use (after the seamen had been forced back) 
was made of this judgment, except to make certain 
T. U. leaders nervous. 

With these three exceptions, the workers of Great 
Britain (we include non-unionists and even unem
ployed) answered the call of the T. U. C. with a 
magnificent rush. "When I rise, all men rise with 
me" was the favourite motto of Eugene Debs : on 
May 4th it might have been a sober statement in the 
mouth of the General Council. Among so many, it 
may seem invidious to pick out special unions. 
Nevertheless certain indications must be given. The 
miners were already in the field. After them, the 
transport unions, of necessity, were of the first 
importance. Of these, the National Union of Rail
waymen (N. U. R.) and the Locomotive Engineers 
(A.S.L.E. and F.) were a rock-like centre to the 
strike. The figures of the membership out approxi
mated to the hundred per cent., the figures of the 
total strikers of those liable to the strike call hardly 
ever, in the cases in which it has been possible to 
apply percentage tests, fell below 94 per cent. and 
were generally considerably higher. The N. U. R. in 
particular reaped a big harvest of new members, to 
whom it paid half strike benefit. Blacklegging was 
only done by middle-class amateurs. The third rail
way union, the Railway Clerks' Association, did not 
show such sensational figures ; 8 5 per cent. was 
common, it fell sometimes to 70 or even 6o per cent., 
and in a few places the response was undeniably weak. 
Nobody, however, with the least knowledge of Trade 

* See Appendix on "The Legal Position." 
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Union history regarded these figures as anything but 
highly satisfactory. It was the first strike of the 
R.C.A. ; it was a strike, moreover, not for them
selves, but for others. Stationmasters and others 
with well-paid jobs to lose sacrificed them without 
hesitation, and it was the unexpected and heroic 
soildarity of the R.C.A. "responsible" grades which 
broke the spine of the Companies' resistance at the 
outset. Any plans that they may have had for 
running an 0. M.S. service under skilled supervision 
were wrecked at once.* 

The membership of the Transport and General 
Workers' Union is so varied that the historian is 
perplexed at the task of presenting the effect of the 
strike call. Roughly, it may be said, that the dockers 
organised in the T. G. W. U. were as immovable as 
the railwaymen. In Liverpool, for example, they 
provided the backbone of the strike, and only a few 
dock-gatemen, and masters or engineers of dredgers 
could be found to blackleg. Of the other sections 
there only required to be noted an occasional weak
ness among provincial tramwaymen, always an 
oppressed class. i' In a few of the more backward 
localities, also, the busmen were not organised. The 
total effect of these was negligible. 

The next most important section of the Labour 
army was, without doubt, the printers. In London, 

* R.C.A. circular of May 7 gives five foolscap columns of branch 
r·eports. Tynemouth and Wrexham alone seem definitely bad. 
(" S." File.) 

t E.g., Lowestoft, Liverpool, Portsmouth, Johnstone. It should 
be added that in some areas the Scottish Horse and Motor
men's (in Edinburgh) and United Road Tra nsport Associations 
(Oldham, Derby) were accused of being pernicketty and lacking 
zeal. 
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all the strongly rooted, powerful, and obstinate craft 
societies responded with more than their usual 
aplomb. The London Society of Compositors was 
late in coming in, but it joined up on Wednesday. 
I~ had been reckoned up till then that the employers 
disposed of enough blacklegs to run on ordinary paper 
between them. They were not able to do so-. -even 
ha~ they b~e_n able to agree among themselves
while the Bntzsh Gazette remained to the end nothing 
bu~ a "scratch" production. Various newspapers, 
mamly Tory, produced cyclostyled or printed leaflets 
~nd~r _their usu~~ titles, which were usually got out 
m tnfli~g ql!antJties by unorganised jobbing printers' 
shops m distant suburbs or outside London alto
gether. Practically, the London Press was silenced. 

Outside, the position_ w~s ne~~ssarily not so strong. 
The houses of the provmc1al dailies and weeklies have 
never been so well organised as Fleet Street. There 
were always leakages-in a few cases, as, for 
example, Burnley, there was actually. not a stoppage 
at all. The various machine societies, where they 
existed, were solid, and the "N atsopas," who 
regarded the strike as in some way their own 
particular offspring, were (except for clerks) especially 
enthusiastic. The Paperworkers answered the call 
loyally, but in some cases (as at Brighton) a number 
of their members were in doubt as to why the strike 
was called. The place of the London Society of 
Compositors, outside London, is taken by the Typo-
graphical Association, whose members also responded 
magnificently. They took, however, an even more 
formalist view of the strike than most, and in the 
name of the General Council effectively prevented 
the running of any printed sheets in many localities. 
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They even prevented in some towns the printing ot 
the General Council's British Worker.* 

In two further sections there was, not a failure to 
come out, but confusion and disorder caused by the 
conflicting instructions from London. The building 
trades and the group covering engineering and steel 
were only partially called out. Each union was left 
to interpret the call of the General Council in its own 
way, and the resulting contradictory orders drove 
local strike committees almost crazy. In many cases 
the local Council or Committee was forced to set up 
a Committee for the express purpose of co-ordinating 
and interpreting orders-" if possible," as Long 
Eaton resignedly put it. Norwich, Nottingham, 
Chelmsford, Glasgow and others handled by this 
means the difficulty in good time. Merthyr decided 
as early as Monday night (3rd) that the orders 
received through the various unions would lead to 
"chaos and dissension," and the Trades Council 
Executive was able to get itself accepted as official 
interpreter ; Sheffield Central Strike Committee was 
able to do the same. Where this was not done at 
once, or where the Strike Committees set up by each 
union were stiff-necked, the workers in the two groups 
mentioned did not, for the first day or two, show so 
high a percentage as the workers in the unions 

* Fairly frequently the prohibition was defied-as for example at 
Lowestoft. At Norwich they refused to have printed a bulletin 
at the shop owned by themselves. The T.A. members were 
weakened by a serious error-the decision not to call out appren
tices, though in most cases these were anxious to come. The T.A. 
men were thus perpetually worried lest the master printers should 
be able to carry on, possibly for good, with the apprentices. At 
Stourbridge the appearance of the County Express printed by 
appl-entices broke up their resistance altogether. This, however, 
was exceptional. At Preston it was an order from the General 
Council that forbade the issuing of a printed bulletin. It was not 
obeyed. 



undoubtedly would have wished. The Electrical 
Trades Union orders (for example) were that all were 
to cease work except those supplying power for 
hospitals, etc. ; the A. E. U. only ceasing work 
where others had done so.* At Peterborough 
the contradictory instructions caused such confusion 
that a special delegate had to be sent by road to 
find out what-supposing that it knew-the General 
Council wished. Bournemouth, Bridport, Yeovil, 
Birmingham, Brentwood, Coventry, Oxford, Aber
dare and others were seriously troubled by this : at 
Braintree a thousand steel casement workers were 
called out on Tuesday, belonging to three unions 
"all receiving different instructions. The journey to 
London had to be made three times to make clear 
the actual position.'' The fact was that the T. U. C. 
was asking for a separation between light and power, 
and between various kinds of power that was in many 
cases technically impossible. A supplementary 
instruction was issued in the British Worker of May 
7th instructing local committees to meet local authori
ties and offer them power and light ''for such services 
as home, shop and street lighting, social services, 
power for food, bakeries, laundries and domestic 
purposes' '-an instruction which hardly helped 
matters. By them, however, the question had 
generally been settled one way or the other locally. 

As for the building trades, the fault here lay chiefly 
with the union executives, none of which had troubled 
to come together, and all of which attached the most 
varied meaning to ''house-building.'' In several 
places the builders did ~ot com~ out properly at the 
beginning, and the vanous umons afterwards con
ducted an unedifying squabble as to whose fault it 

* Chelmsford report. ("P" File.) 

was. Often, as at Reading, a rough solution was 
found in the end by calling them all out. At Woking, 
where the building trades' officials happened to be 
also officials of the Trades Council, this delayed 
organisation of the strike machinery generally. The 
Vale of Leven found that the Scottish T. U. C. orders 
could not be reconciled at all with the unions' wires. 
Of Wellingborough, a typical instance, the secretary 
writes: 

I called a mass meeting, and if the instructions I had had 
from Coppock [Federation Secretary] had been the only ones, 
I could have got a response. But each affiliated society 
secretary was on the platform with me, each with differently. 
worded instructions, each of which called on the members to 
cease work, and then went on to Jay down rules and regulations 
which no one could interpret, but which made it impossible 
for the members to do so. 

There were, of course, also the unions not belonging 
to the Federation-the Plasterers and Bricklayers 
(A. U. B. T. W. )-to be considered. Nevertheless, 
this muddle also was straightened out by the local 
committees. 

But this careful summary of difficulties gives no 
hint of the real troubles of the local Committees. 
Their difficulty was not in calling men out, but in 
keeping them in. . No list is possible of the towns in 
which the Strike Committees had to hold in the 
members of the unions not called out by the T. U. C., 
because such a list would include all the towns of 
England, Scotland and Wales, except a few in the 
South of England. Eccleston Square was pestered 
with deputations, wires and messages from the section 
of the Trade Union army who had not yet been called 
out, and every Trades Council in the country had to 
face the same imploring requests. This was a far 
more difficult task than the other, and the fact that it 



was the main task shows more than anything else 
what the spirit of the workers was. 

If we take at random one of the towns which has 
been investigated-say, Lincoln-the mere list of the 
unions who came out, and their figures, tells the whole 
story at once. One union is weak-' 'transport 
workers fifty per cent.'' That means there are black 
buses and trams. The Railway Clerks are ninety 
per cent.-excellent. Then like a triumphal march, 
come the names of the unions whose members 
answered to a man-Labour's hundred per centers. 
Each name, to those who know Labour and its 
history, has as much meaning and tradition as the 
Coldstream Guards and the Forty-Second Foot for 
others. The Amalgamated Engineering Union, the 
National Union of Railwaymen, the Associated 
Society of Locomotive Engineers, the General and 
Municipal Workers, the Workers' Union, the Amal
gamated Society of Woodworkers, the Sheet-Metal 
Workers, the Moulders, the Vehicle Builders, the 
Typographical Association, the National Union of 
Journalists (yes), the Amalagamated Building Trade 
Workers, the Patternmakers, the Electrical Trades 
Union-'' and if there are any I have not reported 
in this list, they also responded a hundred per cent." 
Eighty-six unions in all the T. U. C. reckoned to be 
affected in the Kingdom, and in nearly every town 
you might have called the same or an even larger 
roll of victory-names of industrial unions and general 
unions scarcely ten years old, the fruit of the propa
ganda of the Socialists and Syndic~lists before. the 
war, mingled with the names of ancrent craft unrons 
which went back past Applegarth and Allan, through 
the days of the Chartists to the Grand General Union 
of Owen and maybe earlier still. 
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To classify the towns region by region is as yet 
impossible. But a rough draft table has been made, 
aft~r the expenditure of a great deal of singularly 
ted10us labour, from which a provisional estimate of 
the condition of the country can be made. The 
material on which it is based will be found detailed 
in the bibliography (section B, ( r) to (5)) ; it is neces
~arily of. varying value, and in too many cases the 
mformatwn refers to one group or union only. The 
PLEBS reports (towns involved set out in capital 
letters) may be regarded with considerable confidence, 
but in other cases we have transferred, because of 
incomplete information, towns from Class I. to Class 
I I. for example, though we are fairly sure they in 
fact belong to Class I. Where the information relied -
on is mainly or wholly concerning railwaymen, this is 
indicated by the letter R. 

Class I. includes towns where the response was 
unexpectedly and amazingly fine-where it can be 
stated with a fair degree of confidence that the res
ponse was nearing roo per cent. and certainly over the 
90 per cent. These are towns in which the strike was 
immovable from the Government point of view. In 
Class I I. are towns where the strike was wholly effec
tive, and the response entirely satisfactory from the 
workers' point of view ; but where lack of information, 
or the notification of a weakening in some section, 
prevents it being classed as I. Class I I I. covers 
towns-where there was a weakness in one section or 
another . of a quite serious character. Class IV. 
includes towns where the strike broke down. The 
list is, as has been already stated, incomplete. From 
large areas (for example, nearly all West Lothian) 
we secured no reports or bulletins. In others bulletin 
reports have been used which have to be received 



with caution. We should welcome corrections, 
additions and comments by readers. This is only a 
first draft. 

SOUTH-EASTERN AREA. 
Sussex, Surrey, Kent, Middlesex, Essex, Suffolk, 

Norfolk, Cambridge. 
CLASS I. 

Ashford, (R) BRAINTREE, CAMBRIDGE, Canterbury, 
CHELMSFORD, (R) Chichester, Deal, Dover, Dovercourt, 
(R) Earles Colne, Eastbourne, East Grinstead, (R) Felstead, 
(R) Halstead, Hatfield Peverel, (R) Haverhill, Ingatestone, Ipswich, 
(R) Kelvedon, King's Lynn, Lewes, Malden, Manningtree, (R) 
Margate, Newhaven, NORWICH, (R) Parkeston, (R) Redhill, 
1R'ochester, Sittingbourne, Sudbury, (R) Wisbech, (R) Witham, 
WOKING, Worthing. 

CLASS II. 
Aldershot, Beccles, Bognar, BRENTWOOD, BRIGHTON, 

Bungay, (R) Bury St. Edmunds, Chatham, Colchester, 
Farnham, Guildford, Harwich, (R) Hastings, Horsham, LITTLE
HAMPTON, (R) Maidstone, (R) Melton Constable, RAMSGATE, 
SOUTHEND, Tunbridge Wells, Walton-on-Thames. 

CLASS III. 
Dorking, Lowestoft, Yarmouth. 

CLASS IV. 
(No entries.) 

SOUTH-WESTERN AREA. 
Gloucester, Wilts., Somerset, Devon, Cornwall, 

Dorset, Berks., Hants. 
CLASS I. 

Avonmouth, (R) Barnstaple, Blasingstoke, Bath, Berkeley, 
BOURNEMOUTH, Chard, Cheltenham, (R) Chepstow, (R) 
Cinderford, Cirencester, Didcot, EASTLEIGH, Exeter, Glaston
bury, GLOUCESTER, (R) Lydney, (R) Newnham, (R) Newton 
Abbot, Plymouth, Radstock, READING, Swindon, (R) Taunton, 
Westbury, Weymouth. 

CLASS II. 
Bridgwater, BRIDPORT, Bristol, Chippenham, CORSHAM, 

COWES, Crediton, Farnborough, Frome, Highbridge Maiden
head, Micheldever, Newbury, NEWPORT '(I.O.W.), 
(R) Penzance, Salisbury, Savernake, Severn Tunnel Junction, 
Sudbrook Pumping Station, Totnes, Trowbridge, Winchester, 
WINDSOR, Wokingham, Wootton Bassett. 

CLASS III. 
Portsmouth, Southampton, YEOVIL. 

CLASS IV. 
(No entries.) 

METROPOLITAN AREA. 
These entries refer only to the working-class 

districts of London. In the West-End residential 
districts naturally the response was relatively small. 

CLASS I. 
Acton, Barking, Bermondsey, Bethnal Green, Canning Town, 

Cr!cklewood, Dagenham, Dartford, Deptford, Eltham, (R) Enfield, 
Enth, (R) Feltham, Finsbury, Grays, Greenwich, Hammersmith, 
Hanwell, Harlesden, (R) Hayes, Islington, (R) Kensal Green, 
Leyton, Neasden, (R) Nine Elms, Norwood, Purfleet, P.L.A. Dis
trict, ST. PANCRAS, Southall, Southgate, Stratford, Tilbury, 
Uxbridge, WANDSWORTH, Walthamstow, (R) West Croydon, 
(R) West Drayton, West Ham, Willesden, Woolwich. 

CLASS II. 
Hendon, Ilford, (R) Richmond, vVealdstone. 

CLASS III. 
(No entries-See note at head.) 

CLASS IV. 
(No entries.) 

MIDLAND AREA. 
Oxford, Bucks., Herts., Beds., Hunts., Northants., 
Warwick, Leics., Worcs., Hereford, Salop, Staffs., 

Derby, Notts., Lines., Rutland. 



. CLASS I. 
Alvescot, Atherstone, Banbury, Bardney, Berkhamsted, 

BIRMINGHAM, Bletchley, (R) Buxton, Coalville, (R) Colwick, 
DERBY, Gainsborough, Grantham, Hereford, (R) Hinckley, 
(R) Huntingdon, Kettering, Kidderminster, Leamington Spa, 
Leicester, Lichfield, LINCOLN, LONG EATON, Luton, 
MANSFIELD, Netherfield, Northampton, NOTTINGHAM, 
Nuneaton, Oswestry, PETERBOROUGH, ST. ALBANS, 
(R) Sandy, (R) Spalding, Stafford, (R) Stratford-on-Avon, (R) Stoke, 
Watford, Worcester, vVOLVERHAMPTON, Wolverton, Wood
house. 

CLASS II. 
Alford, Bedford, Boston, (R) Burton-on-Trent, CHESTER

FIELD, COVENTRY, Cromford, Evesham, Frodingham, HIGH 
WYCOMBE, (R) Hitchin, Ilkeston, Leek, Loughborough, Louth, 
(R) Newark, OXFORD, Ripley, !Rugby, SHREWSBURY, 
Slough, (R) Smethwick, STAPLEFORD, Staveley, STOUR
BRIDGE, Walsall, Wednesbury, WELLINGBOROUGH , 
\Vellington, Worksop. 

CLASS III. 
(No entries.) 

CLASS IV. 
(No entries.) 

WALES AND MONMOUTH. 
CLASS I. 

ABERAVON and PORT TALBOT, (R) Aberbeeg, ABERDARE, 
(R) Abergavenny, (R) Aberkenfig, (R) Ammanford, (R) Bangor, 
Bedwas, BLAINA, Brecon, (R) Bridgend, (R) Brynaman, 
CARDIFF, Carmarthen, Dowlais, (R) Ebbw Vale, (R) Glyn, 
GOODWICK, GWAEN-CAE-GURWEN, Holyhead, (R) Hirwain, 
LLANELLY, Merthyr, Mold, Monmouth, (R) Mountain Ash, (R) 
Neath, (R) Newport, Pontypool, (R) Pontypridd, (R) Resolven, 
Swansea, (R) Tredegar, (R) Whitland. 

CLASS II. 
Bargoed, Barry, Caerphilly, Fishguard, Garw Valley, Haver-

fordwest, Llantrisant, MAESTEG, Neyland, (R) Rhyl, Tondu. 

CLASS III. 
(No entries.) 

CLASS IV. 
(No entries.) 
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YORKS., LANCS., CHESHIRE . 
CLASS I. 

(R) Accrington, BARNSLEY, Barrow, BIRKENHEAD Bolton 
(R) Burnley, Carnforth, (R) Chester, Clotheroe, Cr~we, (R) 
DEWSBURY, (R) Doncaster, Durham, Earlestown, East 
Ardsley, Goole,. Halifax,. Hellifield, (R) Horwich, Huddersfield, 
HULL, (R) Keighley, Kirkham, (R) Knutsford, Lancaster, Ley
land, LIVERPOOL, Lytham, Macclesfield, (R) Mexborough 
~elson, Ormskirk, Prescot, PRESTON, Rochdale Rotherham' 
St. Helens, Selby, Se~tle, Skipton, Southport, Spen Valley: 
Tyldesley, Wallasey, Wigan, YORK. 

CLASS II. 
Ashton, (R) Blackburn, Blackpool, Bootie, Bradford, (R) Bury, 

Castle Cary, Chorley, Fleetwood, (R) Harrogate, Hebden Bridge 
Leeds, (R) Leigh, Littleborough, Manchester, OLDHAM' 
Padiham, Patricroft, Rishton, (R) Scarborough, Sheffield Staly~ 
bridge, Warrington. ' 

CLASS III. 

Northwich, Wakefield, Widnes. 

CLASS IV. 
(No entries.) 

NORTHERN AREA. 
Westmorland, Cumberland, Northumberland, 

Durham. 

CLASS I. 
(R) Berwick, Carlisle, Chopwell and Spen, (R) Darlington, 

DURHAM, (R) Hartlepools, (R) Hexham, Kendal, (R) Moor Row, 
NEWCASTLE, Stockton, (R) Sunderland, (R) Tyne Dock. 

CLASS II. 
Gateshead, (R) Shildon, (R) Workington. 

(R) Tynemouth. 
CLASS III. 

CLASS IV. 
(No entries.) 
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SOUTH SCOTLAND. 
R~xburgh, Dumfries, Kirkcudbright, Ayrshire, 
Wtgtown, Lan~rk, Renfrew, Haddington, 
Dumbarton, Edmburgh, Peebles, Linlithgow, 

Stirling, Fifeshire. 
CLASS I. 

Alloa, Annan, Ayr, Bathgate, Bo'ness, Broxburn, Catrine, 
Coalburn, Cowdenbeath, Dalkeith, Darvel, Denny, Dennyloan
head, DUMBARTON, Falkirk, Gals ton Hamilton Hurlford 
Irvine, Kilbirnie, Kilsyth, Kirkcaldy, Mau~hline, Metl~il, Mother~ 
well, Mussel?urgh, New Cumnock, Newmilns, Niddry, Old 
Cumnock, Pa1sley, Penicuik, Salsburgh, Stonehouse, Strathaven, 
Tranent, VALE OF LEVEN. 

CLASS II. 
Airdie, Blantyre, Bonnyrigg, Bothwell, Carluke, Carstairs, Coat

bridge, Dumfries, EDINBURGH, Galashiels, GLASGOW, 
(R) Greenock, Hawick, Johnstone, Kilmarnock Ladybank Larbert 
Larkhall, Linlithgow, Newtongrange Prest~npans Sl~mannan' 
Stirling. ' ' ' 

Dunfermline. 
CLASS III. 

CLASS IV. 
(No entries.) 

NORTH SCOTLAND. 
Aberdeen, Argyll, Caithness, Forfar, Inverness, 
Kincardine, Moray, Perth, Ross and Cromarty, 

Sutherland. 
CLASS I. 

ABERDEEN, (R) Ballater, (R) Boddam, (R) Elgin, (R) Fraser
burgh, (R) MacDuff, Montrose, PERTH, (R) Peterhead, (R) Stone
haven, (R) Turriff. 

(R) Inverness, Dundee. 
CLASS II. 

CLASS III. 
(No entries-N.B.-Few reports received.) 

CLASS IV. 
(No entries.) 
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CHAPTER II. 

T
HE General Council was, through its own 
unpreparedness, deluged with detail work, with 
the organisation of national communications, 

with interpreting of obscure orders by yet obscurer 
explanations, obscumm per obscurius ; so much so 
that it had hardly time to arrange the moves in the 
class war that it had declared. As far as the country 
generally was concerned only three actions of 
national importance were taken, only two orders of 
rna jor importance came through from H. Q. We 
refer firstly to the refusal of the Russian money (and 
its public announcement), secondly, to the cancelling 
of all permits, and thirdly, to the ordering out of all 
engineering and shipyard workers on the I Ith. 
There is no need to chronicle in each district the res
ponse to these orders ; they were in all cases obeyed 
instantly and without demur. The discipline of the 
workers was, in general, above any sort of reproach.* 
They realised th'e seriou~ess of the position and 
made lavish allowance for the unpreparedness and 
confusion of Eccleston Square. 

T hese three decisions, upon reflection, appear to 
have been all judiciously made, wisely timed, and 
wholly politic if a continuation of the struggle was 
intended. The 'refusal of the Russian money was 

* To this statement there is one not very important exception. 
The headquarters of the Communist Party "broke rank" and 
attacked the General Council ("we warn the Council," etc.) and 
urged local Councils to unite (how was not stated) to force the 
Council to change its policy. The Workers' Bulletin (8th) 
sneered at the British Worker as "almost pathetic" and osten
tatiously contravened the Council's request to speak of the 
strike as an industrial dispute, not a revolution. This attitude 
was not characteristic of the Communist rank and file, which 
contained some of the most loy.al and disciplined supporters of the 
strike. 
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afterwards made the occasion of unreflecting attacks, 
but the basis of these attacks was removed as soon 
as it was disclosed that the Government had made 
plans to seize the money en route in any case. The 
Council, in refusing the money, therefore, made no 
real sacrifice of resources at all, and was enabled at 
no expense to make a gesture to conciliate the middle 
class and increase the divisions in the enemy's ranks. 
That it was not entirely without good effect in the 
more backward sections of Labour itself is shown 
by the Derby Bulletin, which printed the news in 
capitals to encourage its own readers. 

The withdrawal of all food and transport permits 
was also a good move in the struggle. By the 7th, 
the date when the decision was made, the Govern
ment forces had begun to practise forgery and evasion 
on a large scale. Toy rocking horses, bedding for 
blacklegs, and even coal were labelled F oon ONLy, 

and local strike committee permits were being 
imitated. "People are often found masquerading as 
loaves of bread,'' remarked the Westminster Worker 
(7th). The offer of the T. U. C. to see to food trans
port had been rebuffed by the Government, and with
drawal of the offer was, in due course, the correct 
answer. Neither would it have been wiser to have 
stopped all permits in the first place. The experience 
of granting permits to employers and hearing their 
pleas was extraordinarily effective in instilling con
fidence and class consciousness into the workers. 
Take, for example, the experiences of an Ashton 
sheet-metal-worker, on the Committee* :-

Employers of labour were coming, cap in hand, begging fm 
permission to do certain things, or, to be more correct, to allow 
their workers to return to perform certain customary opera-

* "B.W." in Sheetmetal Workers' Quarterly, Oct., 1926. 
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tions. "Please can I move a quantity of coal from such and 
such a place" or "Please can my transport workers move 
certain foodstuffs in this or that direction ... " Most of them 
turned empty away after a most humiliating experience, fot 
one and all were put through a stern questioning, just to make 
them realise that we and not they were the salt of the earth. 

I thought of the many occasions when I had been turned 
empty away from the door of some workshop in a weary 
struggle to get the means to purchase the essentials of life f01 
self and dependents ... I thought of the many occasions I had 
been called upon to meet these people in the never-ending 
struggle to obtain decent conditions for those around me, and 
its consequent result in my joining the ranks of the unem
ployed; of the cheap sneers when members of my class hao 
attempted to rouse consciousness as to the real facts of the 
struggle. . . The only tactic practise! by some of them wa; 
bullying, and that was no use in a situation such as this; some 
tried persuasion, referring to us as Mr. Chairman and Gentle
men, but only a rigid examination of the stern facts of the case 
moved our actions. The cap-in-hand position reversed. 

In this general withdrawal of permits one serious 
error was made by the General Council. The C. W. S. 
had issued a statement before the strike intended to 
prevent local societies granting credits, and during the 
strike sent out another obstructive circular to the same 
effect. Perhaps because of this the order made no 
exception in the case of local Co-ops. This caused 
the utmost inconvenience and confusion, and in some 
cases was ultimately ignored. Every society, from 
the London society downwards, was harassed by a 
continual to and fro of permits and refusals, and the 
members of the N. U. D. A. W., the union most 
affected, were kept continually marching in and out. 
This was both silly (as the feeding of the strikers 
depended on the Co-ops.) and unfair (as in many cases 
the stores were actively supporting the strike). Perth 
Co-op., for example, advanced funds; in Preston, 
York and Coventry the two wings were working 
harmoniously together; at Brighton, Merthyr, and 
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elsewhere, Co-op. delegates actually sat upon the 
Committee. Where the Council's orders were 
immediately obeyed, as at Gwaen-cae-Gurwen and 
Aberdare, the effect was merely that the Co-op. was 
paralysed, while the private traders went merrily on 
with unorganised labour. In most cases, however, 
the hesitations of the local committees made the order 
void. Derby endeavoured to restrict the local Co-op. 
to its ordinary traffic and to forbid long-distance runs 
for provisions ; the Society circumvented them by 
running its lorries with permits from U ttoxeter, Long 
Eaton, Nottingham or Leicester.* 

The idea of calling the workers out in relays was 
an excellent one, despite the indignation of those who 
were held on the leash. t "The morale was continu
ally being strengthened, and those out always had 
the feeling that more and more were coming out. If 
they had all come out at once, the only news which 
would have arrived in the Industrial Field would have 
been of the one or two going back, and therefore the 
moral effect of exercising cumulative pressure seems 

d " a goo one. 
*Another example of the T.U.C. demanding the impossible was 

its desire to have issued no propaganda except that approved by 
itself. "The Publicity Committee instructs secretaries and officers 
of J.ocal organisations to confine their statements on the situation 
to the material supplied by the Committee and to add nothing in 
the way of comment or interpretation." (Circular, May .~th.) As 
the British Worker never reached whole sections of the country this 
would have left the provinces to the mercy of the wireless. The 
intention of this was indubitab'y to check Communists from insert
ing their propaganda into local bulletins. The Communists were 
instructed to try and gain control of the Strike Committees, and 
in one town their secretary laid these instructions before the Strike 
Committee. The original warning against extreme talkers as 
probably agents-provocateurs was no doubt aimed at the same 
persons. The Council might have been better occupied : there were 
more real dangers than 5,ooo Communists, go per cent. of whom 
were among the most loyal and active supporters of the strike. 

t "P" File, Edinburgh. 

Malice suggested that the General Council called 
out the engineering and shipyard workers because it 
was so entangled with difficulties caused by its own 
previous orders that this was the easiest way out. 
This can hardly have been true, as it kept in still the 
light-workers, over whom the most difficulties had 
arisen. If it had desired to inflict further injury upon 
its enemies it would have called out, if possible, the 
light and power workers, the sanitary workers, and 
the Post and Telegraph workers. A strike of the last
named would have embarrassed still further the 
Government's communications, and terrified all its 
lonely supporters ; sewer work and garbage collecting 
would have provided a suitable occupation for the 
0. M.S. ; the failure even for a short while of the light 
would have reduced Mayfair and St. James's to 
hysteria. The calling out on the I Ith of the shipyard
workers and engineers did not hurt the other side, 
but it strengthened the Labour forces in such centres 
as Coventry and the Clydeside, * where up to that 
time the strike had appeared relatively weak because 
the mass of the workers had not been called upon. 
The response of the unions affected was remarkable ; 
members came out enthusiastically and were followed 
by the "nons" (or even preceded by them). At 
Chelmsford the 200 union men among 3 ,ooo came out 
-at one shop (Crompton's) there were only six 
union men, ''which, you will agree, was committing 
suicide.'' Another gallant six A. E. U. men met the 
same fate at High Wycombe. Right and proper 
though the calling out was if the strike was to con
tinue, with the situation as the General Council knew 
it, it was criminal to call out, for no purpose at all, 
members of so greatly weakened unions. 

* "P" File, Dollan in Socialist Review, June, 1926. 
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Dur.ing the nine. days •. apart from these large-scale 
op.eratJ?ns, the ~tnkers m the country were occupied 
ch1efly m two thm~s-. firstly, in keeping in touch with 
London and rec~1vmg from the Council, by public 
~peeche.s or pnvat~ messages, interpretations of 
mstructwns. an? adv1ce ; secon.dly! in perfecting their 
own orgamsatwn. <;:ommumcatwns, owing to the 
refusal .of the Councll to make preparations, were 
uncertam. Even the recognised local editions of the 
British Worker. re~eived ~heir "copy" irregularly.* 
Scotland took 1ts mstructwns through the Scottish 
Trades Union Congress, which connected with 
England at Carlisle ; its strike committees and Trades 
Councils relayed information and dispatches as in the 
old posting days, and the chain ran from the Cumber
land border to Inverness. i- Elsewhere the excellence 
of the service depended partly on Eccleston Square, 
partly on the Strike Committee at the centre of the 
various districts into which the Council had mapped 
out England. Preston ''controlled North to Lancas
ter, East to Colne, South to Leyland and Chorley, 
West to Blackpool" ; the General Council "allotted 
to Cardiff an administrative area stretching to Blaina 
in the East, Merthyr on the North and Bridgend to 
the West," t and so forth. Nevertheless, communi
cations remained ill-organised : Ilford, for example 
on the Council's doorstep, had no news from th~ 
T. U. C. till two days after the strike was called and 
then only got a duplicate of Monday's orders. It had 
its own runners, for the "despatch service" of the 
T.U.C. was not working by the end of the strike.t 

The spiritual food provided by the Council was 
mixed. Such speakers as arrived were encouraging 

* Brockway, Socialist Review, June, 1926. 
t S.T. U .C. Circular, 5th, 6th. 
t Plebs printed report. § Ilford Council report. 
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and.' i~ the atmosphere they found, forgot what 
hes1tatwns they may have had and gave free rein to 
their enthusiasm. The first issue of the British 
Worker struck a note of class struggle. ''To the 
unemployed also the Council would address an earnest 
appeal. In the present fight there are two sides only 
-the workers on the one hand and those who are 
against them on the other.'' But this note was not 
repeated, and the Council's organ played rather on 
the V oltairean note of its instruction to strikers to 
cultivate their gardens, and on the I I th-in anticipa
tion ?-said, ''Be loyal to instructions and Trust 
Your Leaders." The speeches of Mr. MacDonald 
and Mr. J. H. Thomas were also of a peculiar char
acter. They might be excused their remarks before 
the strike-Mr. Thomas's "God help us if the 
Government does not win," Mr. MacDonald's "The 
more serious the threat the more rigid should the 
Government be in carrying out the letter as well as 
the spirit of their constitutional responsibilities.'' 
But Mr. Thomas, on Sunday, made the Blue Hall, 
Hammersmith, bluer with statements that, ''I have 
never been in favour of the principle of a general 
strike"* : Mr. MacDonald, in the Commons on 
Monday, said, "vVith the discussion of General 
Strikes and Bolshevism and all that kind of thing I 
have nothing to do at all," t and to the London 
Labour Party said, ''As far as we can see we shall 
win. I don't like general strikes. I haven't changed 
my opinion. I have said so in the House of Com
mons . . . I am terribly cold-blooded about the 
matter.'' tt 

The Council and Unions tied red tape round them
selves and their followers-no printed bulletins were 

* Teleg,aph, nth. t Cook. tt South Wales Echo, May 4th 
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allowed, no British Workers given to motor cars of 
supporters without a Paperworkers' card, the term 
Council of Action was not recognised,~ workers on 
the British Worker (but not on the Scottish Worker) 
demanded and were given full union rates instead of 
strike pay-nevertheless the rank and file were not 
"terribly cold-blooded." They were, indeed, almost 
exhilarated ; they greeted difficulties with laughter 
and the O.M.S. with witty if ill-drawn cartoons. 
Paisley remarked of the, ~trike,_ "It may be fo_r years 
or it may be for ever, § Gn~~by hec:-ded It~ first 
issue, "Vol. I, No. I, Pnceless, Kensmgton Issued 
a bulletin which was a "cod" from beginning to 
end :-

"THE STRIKE IS OVER. Only 4oo,ooo N.U.R. men are 
now on strike, plus 1 million miners and 2 million oth:rs. But 
three trains are running in Manchester and there IS a five 
minute service every two hours on the tubes. A bag of coal 
has been brought from Newcastle to-day ... 

Sir John Simon says the General S_trike is illegal ~nder an 
Act passed by William the Conqueror m 1066. All str1ker~ ~re 
liable to be interred in Wormwood Scrubs. The three m1lhon 
strikers are advised to keep in hiding, preferably in the park 
behind Bangor Street, where they will not be discovered."* 

With the exceptions noted above, the General 
Council's instructions were carried out, and its peace
ful attitude imitated as carefully as possible. Irvine 
Strike Committee decided to expel any member found 
in a "disorderly mob," Cardiff's instructions read, 
"WHAT You CAN Do: Keep smiling. Refuse to be 
provoked. Get into your garden. Look after the 
wife and kiddies. If you have not get a garden, get 
~ C.f. the pedantic order issued later to call the strike not 

"Gener.al," but the "National Strike." 
§ Paisley Bulletin, 12th. 
* Cf. Hendon Bulletin, 12th, "L.G.O.C. instructions." Also 

York Bulletin (8th), "A lorry passed through York bearing the 
advertisement : WE SUPPLY COAL, COKE AND BREEZE 
We are not getting any of them up." 

----------- - -

into the country, the parks and the playgrounds . . . 
There is no more healthful occupation than walking.'' 
Cambridge did not allow any mention of ''Councils 
of Action" to be made in its bulletin. The Widnes 
N. U. R., which sang God Save the King in its branch 
rooms, was, however, exceptional. 

Foreign Socialists were unable to understand the 
part played by religion in the strike. Some of the 
strongest fighting centres proved to be also the most 
religious.* Poplar (Lansbury's Bulletin) on the 8th 
wrote, "To-morrow is Sunday. You will come to 
our meetings at night, but I would like you to attend 
the Church Services nearest your home . . . It is 
Christ's gospel of passive resistance which you are 
practising to-day." Preston carried, from Canon 
Donaldson of Westminster, a message which might 
have shamed the "negotiators" :-

I earnestly beg that the workers will stand firm. If they 
stand firm, they will win; but if they begin to doubt and 
quaver and to blackleg-all will be lost and lost for a genera
tion. 

In Wigan, where the railwaymen carried the burden 
of the strike on their backs, the editor appointed by 
them, on being chosen, "knelt by my chair, acknow
ledged our weakness and asked for Divine guidance,'' 
and on Sunday he produced the curious bulletin 
reproduced here, inexplicable in any other country. 
All St. Albans railway strikers formed into proces
sion on one day and marched to the Abbey for a 
special service. And it was the same railwaymen 
who on the I 3th refused to go back and wired to the 

* Only the British Gazette , however, and the Communist 
Workers ' Bulletin, observed the Sunday rest. In the last case it 
was not religion but probably a Pseudo-Centrist Deviation from 
the Proletarian Ideological Norm. 
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General Council, cursing it and telling it to reimpose 
the strike. Shrewsbury's official time-table one day 
began :-

9·45 a.m. Intercession service at -- Chapel. 
10.45 a.m. Strike Committee meets. All strikers may attend 

and listen. 
12.0 Noon. Service at St. Mary's. 

In large areas of England, at any rate, a rent strike 
was unofficially in contemplation after the first week. 

"Landlord, landlord, don't be offended, 
Wait for your rent till the strike is ended" 

was an anonymous poem which made an appeal to 
the aesthetic feelings of an astonishing number of 
bulletin editors. In some places, by loaning halls, 
by playing into the hands of the strike leaders and 
inconveniencing the Commissioners, or in other ways, 
Labour majorities on local authorities were found use
ful; but not so useful as had been anticipated. The 
fact was that in most cases the councillors were uncer
tain what to do, or of what use they could be. No 
common policy was pressed with regard to the official 
committees set up ; in some places the Labour 
members sat on them and did their best for the 
workers, in others they held off and obstructed. At 
Lincoln they headed a mass deputation to the City 
Council, which convinced the Council that it would 
be wisest to withdraw a circular "sacking" all 
strikers . 

A certain number of Strike Committees organised 
Workers' Defence Corps, Vigilance Corps (St. 
Pancras), or other disciplined bodies for their own 
protection. In no case were these armed, or intended 
for conflict even with the police. They were of use, 
firstly 

1 
for keeping the Labour forces steady and 

preventing a crowd going into conflict with the police 
unprepared ; secondly 1 for stiffening and directing 
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mass pickets. Outside Doncaster and Barnsley, for 
example, miners and others stopped blackleg traffic by 
mass pickets, but, being without a controlling force 
to direct their attacks and to withdraw at the right 
moment, came into unequal conflict with the police 
and suffered heavily. At Methil, as in Fife generally, 
a Workers' Defence Corps was efaborately organised, 
7 50 men taking part under the direction of ex
N .C.O's, and practically putting the police out of 
business. It appears, however, that in the majority 
of cases Defence Corps were not formed.* 

The controlling body in each town had various 
names. Often the Trades Council transformed itself 
into a Council of Action (at Ilford an "Action Com
mittee"), and a Central, or Joint, Strike Committee 
sometimes would work in harmony (or otherwise) with 
it. In Basingstoke there was a Vigilance Committee, 
elsewhere there were generally separate strike com
mittees for each industry-sometimes not accepting 
any joint control. The Scottish Trades Union Con
gress simplified matters for the ''knuckle end of 
Britain" by sending out, not only a specimen permit, 
but instructions to form strike committees on a uniform 
scheme-one delegate from each union affected and 
one from the Trades Council, the Committee then 
"to sub-divide into the various industries, i.e., 
Transport Sub-Committee, Building Trades Sub
Committee, etc.'' These Committees or Councils 
remained local in character, and were not federated 
or regionally controlled, except at Merseyside, 
Dartford (a Divisional Council) and in N orthumber
land and Durham (a General Council). Plans were 

* Proposals to institute Defence Corps had been before the 
General Council during the previous nine months and had been 
rejected. 
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under way for such a reorganisation at Mansfield when 
the strike was called off, but generally the area centres 
chosen by the General Council remained centres of 
information and posting stations only. The local 
Councils ran on as best they could. 

The organisation of Strike Committees or Councils 
of Action was impeded all through by two conflicting 
tendencies in the instructions received, arising, as so 
often, from the decision of the T. U. C. to call the 
strike through the union machinery. The T. U. C. 
desired the Trades Councils to act as its representa
tives ; each union instructed its own branches to set 
up a Strike Committee, generally in contact with 
unions in the same trade. It was inevitable that con
flicts should occur. The Trades Council and various 
most important Strike Committees were separated 
and sometimes at variance, for example, at Oldham, 
Aberdare and High Wycombe. In the latter case the 
jealousy had its basis in the old "craft v. industrial" 
dispute between the N. U. R., which dominated the 
Strike Committee, and the Furnishing Trades 
Association, which was strong on the Trades Council. 
This was worsened in these cases, as, for example, 
at Sheffield and Birmingham, where the central body 
did not receive adequate countenance from the 
T.U.C. 

As might be expected, the local organisations were 
weakest on the threshold of the two General Councils. 
A general London organisation practically did not 
exist ; all was in the hands of the various borough 
committees. In Glasgow the Scottish T. U. C. set up 
a Central Co-ordinating Committee, but it was too 
vast in size and in the end generally followed the 
impulse of the various local committees. In many 
cases a single industry would dominate, generally the 
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railways, as at Braintree, Bridport, Norwich, 
Stapleford, Wolverhampton, Wellingborough, and 
so on. At Chesterfield the railwaymen tried to draw 
the miners in, "but as is usual with the rank and file 
miner, he remained apathetic." At Blaina, Maesteg, 
Gwaen-cae-Gurwen and elsewhere, on the other hand, 
the miners dominated policy. Most Committees were 
set up in great haste (though Preston's was formed 
nine months before, Hull's nearly as long), and in 
Coventry the Council of Action on Tuesday dis
covered "union branches of whose existence in the 
city we had no knowledge." The majority of dele
gates were, of course, always industrial, though at 
St. Albans the Strike Committee, set up by the 
Trades Council, contained, in addition to members 
of the unions involved, representatives of the Labour 
Party, the I. L. P., the Labour College (N.C. L. C.),* 
the Co-op., the Co-op. Women's Guild, and the 
women's section of the Labour Party. It may have 
been a result of this extensive representation that the 
committee failed to exercise effective control. 

Where the St'rike Committee had not sufficient 
authority there was always a danger that the private 
interests of the various unions would cross those of 
the general solidarity of the workers, as at Bradford, 
the seat of some of the textile unions' headquarters. 
Here the central officials, especially the Dyers, 
seemed to be chiefly occupied with securing the trans
port that they needed. The sister town of Leeds was 
even worse. It possessed no less than four rival 
Strike Committees, mutually jealous, and must have 
been the worst conducted town in England. The 

* The National Council of Labour Colleges closed down during 
the strike, putting all its machinery at the disposal of the T.U.C. 
The attitude of its rival, the W.E.A., was far different. 

trouble was in part due to the possession by certain 
full-time officials of a direct telephone line to London. 
They clustered round this and remained isolated and 
superior. There were other, personal difficulties, 
which could, of course, have been all removed in 
twenty-four hours by a sufficiently decisive-minded 
plenipotentiary from London, armed with proper 
authorisation. Equally, of course, no such person 
was sent* by the T. U .C. 

A birdseye view of the organisation of, say, the 
South Lancashire (Merseyside) area shows this great 
diversity of organisation. Liverpool had its Council 
of Action, controlled by the Right-wing and jealous 
of the Left, which by the beginning of the second 
week suspected it of being "nervy." The city was 
absolutely solid. So was Birkenhead, though its 
Col!ncil of Action practically failed to perform its 
duties at all. Other subordinate Councils sat in 
Bootie, Wallasey and Garston. At Warrington, on 
the other hand, weak leadership (reported to be due 
to the Parliamentary ambitions of the President of 
the Trades Council) led to a definite check, the Labour 
pa_Per being stopped and its Tory and Liberal rivals 
pnnted as before. Earlestown-also solid-had a 
Strike Committee that met in public, and was domi
nated by industrial unionists ; Runcorn, equally good, 
was led by the I. L. P. N orthwich was good-except 
for Brunner's huge works-Widnes weak. And so 
forth ; generally, we note that the N. U. R. was in the 
front rank and the General Workers (N. U. G. M. W.), 
despite their huge membership, were sluggish. t 

The sub-committees set up by the committees 
varied. The Vale of Leven is more or less typical of a 

* All this from "P" File. 
t Plebs report. 
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well-organised area. Its sub-committees were as 
follows : ( 1) Organisation of strike ; ( 2) propaganda ; 
(3) commissariat-this presumably included relief to 
strikers ; (4) Defence Corps (not a very common sub
division); (5) Transport; (6) Building Trades. Each 
committee had a convener. Such organisation was 
common throughout the industrial district of Fife, 
Kinross and Clackmannan, from the Vale of Leven 
to Alloa, and was becoming progressively stronger 
and more efficient. The organisation set up by the 
Methil Trades Council is given in diagram form 
herewith. 

Diagram showing the organisation of Strike Committees at 
Methil. 

! 

In Merthyr (to take a final example) the Strike 
Committee developed on slightly different lines. The 
Executive of the Trades Council early in April 
endeavoured to secure sufficient authority for itself in 
the crisis it foresaw by co-opting representatives of 
the Dowlais Co-op., the Merthyr and Troedyrhiw 
Co-op., the Bakers, Shop Assistants, General 
Workers, and Transport Workers. But it was found, 
after the receipt of confusing orders on Monday and 
Tuesday, that a broadening of the Com~ittee's basis 
was needed. Consequently the Comn~.ttte~ met all 
the Strike Committees of the various umons m a huge 
conference, and to the existing Committee were 
added representatives from all the lesser Strike Com
mittees . Some were grouped already, some were 
from separ~te unions* : the new Central Strike Com
mittee, after interviewing the Chief Constable, ~ayor 
and other functionaries, set up District Commtttees 
in Dowlais, Troedyrhiw, Merthyr Vale and A?erfa?, 
and Treharris . The Committee further orgamsed 1ts 
work in six sub-committees. The first ("Sports and 
Entertainments") explains itself, the ~ermits Com
mittee likewise ; the Food Committee set up 
communal kitchens and bought food wholesale ; the 
Finance Committee ''raised the wind'' and counted 
the result , the Communications Committee covered 
the distri;t with a network of cyclists ; while the 
Intelligence Committee received all reports <;>f the 
progress of the strike, compared them, and tssued 

*·We list the bodies this brought in, in addition to the Bakers, 
N. U .G.M.W., and Shop Assistants, as an example of the e~tent 
of the strike, and as an alphabetical puzzle : M.F .G.B. (~ distn~ts), 
N.U.R., R.C.A., A.S.L.E. & F., T. & G.W.U., Dowlats N.UJR·., 
A.U.B.T.W., A.S.W., N.A.S.O.H.A.S.P.A.D., N,A,O,.P, 
U.O.P.D.E.A., Builders' Labourers, A.E.U., Moulders, BOiler
makers, Waggon Builders, Rollturners, Iro!l. and Steel Trades 
Confederation, W.U., T.A., N.U.V.B., Mustctans. 
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Strike organisation at Merthyr Tydfil. There was a Central 
Strike Committee with six sub-committees; and four 
District Strike Committees (D.S.C.) each of which had four 
sub-committees, (1) Sports and Entertainments, (2) Permits, 

(3) Food, (4) Finance. 

them again to all the districts. Except for the two 
.latter , similar sub-committees were set up by all 
District Committees. Of this organisation also we 
have drawn a plan.* 

* The part played by women's organisations is not recorded, but 
in ma ny cases must have been great. At W a tford the women's 
section of the A.S.L.E. & F. took over the refreshment, relief, 
social affairs , distress, and so forth, feeding 120 men free and 
others a t a cha rge. Total cost to Committee under r6 f -. At 
'Vntford, incidentally, victimised busmen have set up a Co-opera
tive 'Bus Compa ny "giving a dividend to each shareholder upon 
the value of the 'bus tickets purchased by him." 

so 

By the second week the strike organisation., in 
nearly all the towns of which we have information, 
was in full working order and the workers were reach
ing out to fresh development. They were, as 
numerous reports put it, "just beginning," and the 
full force of their attack was only commencing to be 
felt. Mass pickets, defence corps, propaganda, com
missariat, federation over wider areas-all these were 
just coming into play. 
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CHAPTER I I I. 

T HE first line of the Government's attack as 
seen from the workers' point of view, see~ed 
to have been generally defeated-that is to say, 

although the Civil Commissioners working through 
the 0. M.S. in only two places* took open action 
equivalent to admitting defeat, the efforts of the black
legs enrolled to break the strike were negligible when 
the country is considered as a whole. The train ser
vice was trivial, and other services were practically 
non-existent. The extreme discretion, amounting to 
cowardice, shown by the O.M.S. was noticeable even 
in London. No blackleg bus driver dared go east of 
Aldgate, and even those who circulated round the 
safe districts of the West-end needed a policeman 
and one or even two specials to protect them. When 
some slight disturbance at Hendon put thirty or so 
buses out of action, the unfortunate plus-four drivers 
abandoned the route altogether ; and when they 
braved the terrors of Golders Green Road again two 
days later did so under the protection of armoured 
cars. In the larger proportion of provincial towns it 
was judged inadvisable to expose the 0. M.S. to the 
fresh air in this way at all. 

But though the record of the 0. M.S. is one of 
varying degrees of disaster, it must be remembered 
that the Government forces were by no means fully 
in action. At no time was the army seriously used, 
either for violence, or for the running of blackleg 
services. In the second place, the most effective 
weapon on the Government side was not the 0. M.S. 
at all, but propaganda. 

* North-east coast (see later) and Nottingham, where according 
to the strike bulletin, Mr. Harding, area food controller, agreed 
to move food only by permission of the strikers, and did not use 
O.M.S. No effort, of course, was made to stop fo~ ~t:~!lS~O{t, 

The closing down of the Press by the T. U. C. was 
one of its most effective decisions. The spite of the 
trivial sheets that were issued in tiny editions in 
London showed clearly how venomous and dangerous 
an attack would have been made if they had been left 
unmuzzled. As it was, their poison, as of snakes 
whose fangs are held, injured no one but themselves. 
When the Daily Mirror announced that it would con
sider applications to return to work but only ''if clearly 
unconditional,'' it was one tiny and nearly illegible 
sheet, folded in the middle, and no one was deceived. 
Each issue of each daily that appeared might have 
born the warning printed by the Daily Mail (and 
printed in the right journal), ''Do not believe any
thing you hear.'' They were filled with unauthenti
cated "returns to work." The Evening Standard, on 
the I I th, announced ' 'thousands of trains. '' The 
Mail, on the 10th, printed a list of "firms who are 
carrying on," which it filled out with people whose 
employees were not called out-cotton mills, boot 
works and chocolate firms. The champion bluffer 
was probably the Express. On the 8th we read (we 
could only just read it): "PuBLICITY TRIUMPHS." 
''Many G. W. Railwaymen have return to duty in 
Cardiff and Cornwall." (No doubt also in Biggles
wade and Banffshire, and in Y eovil and Yorkshire.) 
Eighty-one men at "a Leicestershire station" 
returned. On Sunday, ''Many applications to 
return to work have been made to the G. W. R. '' ''A 
feeling of deep apprehension is manifest among many 
strikers particularly in the printing trades and the 
railway service as to the future. They recognise the 
failure of the hold-up.'' The heights were reached 
on the 10th with the announcement that so many 
applications to return had been received that "the 
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Directors are contemplating the reissue of the Daily 
Express in its normal form." All this, on a sheet of 
one page only, less than half the size of a sheet of the 
usual Express, shook nothing but the reader's sides. 

Nor was the enemy much more successful with its 
ad hoc weapons. The Workers' Record, a clumsy 
and illegal* forgery, gave itself away at once by a 
Union Jack and a portrait of Baldwin in the centre. 
The Government's chief weapons, in short, were, 
firstly, the British Gazette, and, secondly, the wire
less. The British Gazette was in effect (despite the 
editorship of Sir M. Fraser) Mr. Churchill's edition 
of the Morning Post. For the first issue quantities of 
standing type belonging to the Post were actually 
"turned in" (including a list of wills, Mr. Pease's, the 
coalowner' s, £3oo,ooo at the head, ''Ice Hockey in 
Canada," and "Zoo Notes : No Rides on the White 
Elephant"), and throughout the style and manner was 
that of the Post. Labour members were described as 
"(Soc.)," "Mr. George Lansbury's angry shouting 
speech . . . Mr. Kirkwood bawled" were other 
items. On the 7th there was what was practically a 
commendation of violence in a gleeful account of ''an 
owner driver who is serving the Government." Near 
Croydon he was stopped by a picket, and refused all 
information. The picket leader "assumed a threaten
ing mien. He is now meditating on his foolishness
in a hospital.'' At the end, it carried an advertisement 
for the Morning Post (just as the British Worker did 
for the Daily Herald), and it was chiefly responsible 
for the signal for the employers' attack on the 13th. 
It reported : "Unconditional Withdrawal . . . 
Surrender," and to Baldwin's appeal for moderation, 

* No imprint- and not the only one so issued. Of course no 
prosecutions were begun against any of these for "false news." 
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put the head, ''Reinstatement : No Obligations 
Incurred." When it ceased publication, a whol~ page 
of its matter was easily and naturally used up m the 
revived Morning Post. 

An expert eye could ju~ge that it ~as produced 
under difficulties. Its first 1ssue was pnnted on one 
side only. "Literals" spattered it ; and time and 
again, one whole page and even tw_o from the day 
before issue was printed in the next m the hope that 
no one was noticing. It also featured ''returns to 
work'' recklessly enough ; on the 6th it rep~~ted 
"L.G.O.C .... 200 busses," on the next day the 

h d " L. G. 0. C. put 8o busses on t e streets yester ay ; 
and on the 1oth had the colossal effrontery to say, 
"Chief trades almost normal." Such statements 
were rather weakened by its repeated .and a~xious 
appeals for ''specials.'' Up till the 11th 1t co~tmually 
described the strike as an attempted revolutwn, and 
for days suppressed the Archbishops' appeal. . There
after a moderating hand seems to have been 1mposed 
for a day or two. The major portion of its energy 
was, of course, devoted to featuring the promises of 
the Government to protect .blackl~gs, etc .. Of th~se 
proclamations, one almost m~red1ble forglveness-m
advance of violence must be Clted (8th) :-. 

All Ranks of the Armed Forces of the Crown are hereby 
notified that any action which they may find it necessary to 
take in an honest endeavour to aid the Civil Power, will 
receive both now and afterwards the full support of His 
Majesty's Government.* 

But the attitude of the governing class, as expressed 
through the British Gazette, and otherwise, began to 

* Further instances of misreporting, falsification or covert incite
ment to violence are given in Kingsley Martin : The British Public 
and the General Strike. It said of its own first issue it "cannot 
exceed 7oo,ooo." It was in fact 200,000! 
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change. Just as the time when, in the country, the 
police and other Governmental agents became more 
exasperated, there were open signs of weakness 
appearing at the centre. t The earlier editions of the 
British Gazette, the Telegraph, etc., had contained 
lurid stories of ''forty-seven buses damaged by 
strikers'' and other material designed to support the 
theory that this was a revolutionary movement and 
must be "handled" accordingly. This policy was 
quickly reversed, especially on the wireless, in favour 
of a more conciliatory and more truthful policy of 
praising the restraint of the strikers. Public bodies, 
including the local authorities in Newcastle, Carnar
von, Glamorgan, etc., published statements demand
ing that the Government make peace. The Liberal 
Party, astutely guided by Sir John Simon and Mr. 
Lloyd George, broke away from the Asquith lead, 
and, while denouncing the strike as illegal, proposed 
terms which involved a considerable withdrawal on 
the part of the Government. No doubt they felt that 
if they could interpret the fears of the more timid 
section of the capitalists the party to which they 
belonged might yet have a future. Similar appeals 
came from both Universities, and that the white 
feather was wagging in very high quarters was shown 
by the publication, in the British Worker and the 
Times, but not in the Gazette or over the wireless, of 
draft terms of peace put out by the Archbishop of 
Canterbury and the heads of all Christian churches 
except the Roman Catholic.* 

The B.B.C. itself was willing to give a fair show 
to both sides, but the T. U. C. failed to take advantage 

t Compare the Labour position. 
* Cardinal Bourne declared "The General Strike is . . . a sin." 

The terms provided for simultaneous withdrawal of the strike and 
the coal lock-out notices. 

of this, and the Government intervened to change its 
"news service" into a blackleg propaganda weapon. 
It was then almost entirely devoted to spreading 
stories of returns to work, which were either baseless 
or built up from a trifling foundation. Some of the 
unions concerned, or other Labour bodies sent in 
corrections, but as these were regularly suppressed, 
they abandoned the practice. To print a full list would 
be impossible ; here are a few haphazard examples :-

B.B.C. on Friday reported Oxford Enginemen and Firemen 
returning to work. "This is an absolute lie and was con
tradicted by telegram," from Oxford. 

B.B.C. reports strike breaking down at Salisbury : contra
dicted on the 10th from Salisbury. 

B.B.C. reports six foodships have been discharged at 
Immingham and 14 more are waiting in the river : a false
hood, exposed in British Worker on the uth. 

B. B.C. reports Union of Railway Signalmen has returned: 
wire published on the roth from their president stating exact 
contrary. 

B.B.C. reports "all working at Elgin": Aberdeen investiga
tion published on 7th shows only 2 clerks are in. 

B.B.C. and Gazette report "Southampton is little affected by 
the strike" : reprinted on the gth by the local Bulletin as a 
matter for laughter. 

B.B.C. reports "Cardiff docks in full swing" (May gth) : 
contradicted from Cardiff. 

B.B.C. reports that South Wales printers were in : in fact 
(May roth) two men were working on the South Wales Echo 
and four overseers and apprentices on the Western Mail. 

Typical were the reports cited in the Birmingham 
Railway News on May 8th. In Worcester and 
Gloucester statements were put out that the Birming
ham tramwaymen had gone back, while Birmingham 
was informed that York had gone back. This 
''barrage'' had caused no appreciable wavering by 
May I 2th in any section of the workers except the 
General Council, but sooner or later the fact that the 
T. U. C. had made no plans to close down or howl 
down the wireless would have had its effect. 
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Police activity may also be counted as one of the 
weapons in the Government's hands. A rum our 
rushed through Britain that the W el5h Guards had 
mutinied and were confined to barracks. Whether 
this was true or not may never be known (there were 
two cases at least, in towns known to the writer, 
where troops showed openly their sympathy with 
Labour), but its reappearance in any strike bulletin 
was at once seized on by the police as an excuse for 
suppression and widespread arrests. Chesterfield, 
Cricklewood, Victoria, and the Communist Party 
headquarters were among the places whose bulletins 
fell a victim to it. An imperfect and inadequate list 
of the arrests due to these and similar causes-includ
ing the whole Birmingham Strike Committee
occupied two and a half columns of the Sunday 
Worker after the strike was called off.* 

From legal persecution to police violence was only 
one step, but it was a step rarely taken before the 
fatal I 2th. In some places, as in Nottingham, where 
the police had been forced to call on Labour aid to 
''handle'' an angry crowd, they avenged the humilia
tion by later violence. This, however, must be 
regarded as a matter rather of personal pride than 
policy. From time to time the police did get out of 
hand in certain towns. In Edinburgh on the 6th they 
ran amok and injured passers-by, the mounted police 
being perhaps the worst ; in Glasgow on Wednesday, 
Thursday and Friday they mishandled crowds which 
clearly did contain hooligan elements and provoked 
violent rioting, ending in I 20 arrests ; there were less 
excusable affrays at Newcastle and Gateshead, and 

* A possible line of persecution, not followed up, is indicated by 
the attempt to exclude strikers' children from the 'West Hendon 
Creche. (Het~don Bulletin, May 7th.) 
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W<;>lverhampton on the I rth. The Daily Telegmph, 
;;hich was ~~a:emongering, reported on the 6th, 
. ~gly scenes m ~ee?s, and "about thirty" persons 
InJured by the police 111 Canning Town on Tuesday, 
and o~ the I I th announced that the trouble had been 
such m Hull and Middlesborough that soldiers had 
been called out with fixed bayonets. In Camden 
\own and thereabouts on Sunday wanton police 
v10lenc~ caused forty_ hospital cases, and throughout 
the stnke the behaviour of Mr. Victor Bosanquet 
th~. _Monmouth Chief Constable, caused sever~ 
cnticism. Nevertheless, even after due allowance 
ha~ been _made for these and other affairs, it would 
be 1_mposs1ble to ma~e out any general case against the 
pohce, at ~east up till Tuesday evening (May I Ith). 
Rather, .t~mgs were the other way. Everyone knows 
of ~he b1lhard or football matches between police and 
stnke_rs, t th~ J?1Ut~al compliments and general under
standmg. TJ!lm~ s bus strikers of Brighton actually 
presen~ed the Chief Constable with a silver salver after 
the stnke; and, generally, the atmosphere was more 
of~en one of mutual tolerance and even amity.* At 
Lmcoln, for example, the unions provided the whole 
of the "special constables," and the Chief was 
scrupulously fair. 

For this there were two reasons. The first was 
that the police are members of the working class and 
were loth to treat with brutality men whom they knew 

t E.g., Plymouth. The strikers won 2 goals to 1. 

. * Compare what would have happened anywhere on the Con
tment or Americ?. The diffe:ence was. illustrated by two questions 
asked of the wnter at a senous meetmg of Paris revolutionaries 
"(r) Why were not more policemen killed? (2) Was it not enough 
pr~f of tre.achery when the General Council issued orders to 
stn_kers to mdulge in sports and gardening and not fight the 
pohce ?" 
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socially, and recognised as the reverse of criminals. 
When violence was used, it was most often used by 
imported, "alien" police.t-f Secondly, up till Tues
day night, when the Government was a~sur~d of the 
General Council's collapse, a moderatmg mfluence 
seems to have been exercised from the centre. After 
that date abominable scenes occurred in a few places, 
which will be referred to later.* 

tt Particularly noticed at Wandsworth, where the police were 
good and the specials vile. It was a deliberate policy. See 
Glasgow General Strike and Transport, C.7 

* At Victoria a person believed to be a police spy entered into 
conversation with a seller of the Westminster Worker and planted 
on him a box containing bullets "for the Council of Action" and 
its Defence Corps. This seems to have been an isolated case 
(Westminster Worker, 1oth.) 
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CHAPTER IV. 

I
GNORANCE-lack of information-was the 
terror of the officers and rank and file of the move
ment. They knew by intuition that most of the 

news in the British Gazette and on the wireless was 
false ; but they had no proof, nor counter-information 
to distribute. No one who was able to tour the coun
try in cars, or otherwise to take a part in the national 
organisation, can have the least idea of the agonised 
thirst for news that possessed all England that was 
more than three miles from Westminster. Only those 
who were by good fortune placed at one of the centres 
chosen by the General Council as points of communi
caion were able to see, imperfectly and in sudden 
flashes, what was happening. Despatch riders arrived 
at all hours of the day or night. They presented or 
exchanged written reports, and perhaps also a few 
verbal impressions. As though a curtain-the cur
tain of Government propaganda-was lifted for a 
moment, the watchers could see illuminated for the 
minute the line of the despatch rider's route. On it, 
for that night at least, the workers were all standing 
firm. The despatch rider left, his motor cycle 
clattered out into the darkness, the glimpse was over, 
and the same curtain of uncertainty fell once more. 

Such a centre was Reading, which served a large 
portion of the West of England, including some of the 
mC\St backward areas of Trade Unionism. A very 
fortunate chance* has preserved us most of the reports 
received by the secretary, in the form and in the order 
in which they came. 

The first received is a typescript report authenti-
cated by Swindon Strike Committee, for Tuesday 

* And the courtesy and assistance of a steady supporter of the 
Plebs League. ("S" File.) 
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night and Wednesday morning, 4th and sth. The 
horizon clears for a minute as far as Bristo~ : Swindon, 
Westbury, Chippenham, Bristol, Banbury, Ciren
cester and Oxford, all are standing firm. On the way, 
one or other of these towns has received more distant 
reports and incorporated them : Exeter, Oswestry, 
Wolverhampton. The reports refer to railway unions 
only ; here is an example of their form :-

BRISTOL. N.U.R. To our comrades at Swindon. Thanks 
for inspiring message. All still solid here : everyone working 
in unison, A.S.L.E. & F., N.U.R., and R.C.A. Please forward 
if opportunity occurs. 

Still thinking almost exclusively of railwaymen, the 
committee adds the Reading report on the curious 
old-fashioned notepaper of the Loco Engineers : 
"Out here 99 per cent. ... Members of the 
A.S.L.E. and F. and N. U .R. still going great 
guns.'' 

The next report comes from east and promises 
news : Wimbledon N. U. R. describes arrangements 
that have been made for a curved line of communica
tions: Waking - Guildford - Reading. "Will 
Basingstoke and Eastleigh concentrate on Reading?'' 
Basingstoke' s own report is the first to carry the 
signature of a union other than the three railwaymen' s 
unions (the A. E. U.) ; it - is also more precise
' 'Splendid in every degree . . . we have yet to learn 
of a branch with a lower percentage than 95 per cent. 
out.'' Next day's bulletin adds that the power-house 
men are out, and blacklegs have broken an engine. 
The Workers' Union is added to the signatories, also 
"the P. U.," whatever that is. 

Then there is a gap-silence, or lost reports-then 
on May 7th the great engineering centre of Southall 
reports, "The railway section is absolutely at a 
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l standstill. All factories closed, solid to a man." 
Southampton, where rumours have declared the men 
have broken, reports, laconically, "Solid," adding 
that there are so per cent. less men gone into the 
docks than yesterday. Bath, reporting "If so solid 
everywhere as we are here, victory is certain," lets 
us also see a little further west, into the Tory west 
country. Yeovil, Taunton, Bridgwater, Glaston
bury, Chard, Radstock-and, of course, Swindon, 
which the message has passed through-are super
latively excellent : Plymouth is solid. Stray messages 
have added W ellington in Shropshire and --bridge 
(illegible). 

"Pourvu qu' ils y tiennent-if only they hold on" 
was the catchword of the French newspapers during 
the battle of Verdun. The same anxiety to know 
whether the rest of the ranks were ''holding'' was 
imperfectly satisfied all Saturday ; some sent brief 
notes of reassurance like Southampton again, or High 
Wycombe (only rail unions signing), which sent just 
two words, "No wavering." Through Basingstoke 
there was a momentary glimpse of a whole section 
of England south to Hampshire-Aldershot, Faro
borough, Farnham, Winchester, Andover, Michel
clever, Eastleigh, Southampton, Salisbury-nothing 
moving. The Reading T 1ransport Committee,* to 
whose signatures were now added those · of the 
Transport workers and the small "Union of Railway 
Signalmen,'' aded to this list other reports received 
during the night :-Horsham was safe, Brighton, 
Slough, vVolverton, Walthamstow, and Guildford, 
bar the railway goods clerks. In the morning of 
Sunday came similar news from Walton-on-Thames, 

* The Committee was part of a Supreme Council, which con
tained, of course, other t~nions. 



Uxbridge, Maidenhead, Wootton Bassett, Shrews
bury, Gloucester and even further west. 

It was curious how the reports ran along the rail
way lines and deal only with railway centres. From 
Acton, indeed, there came a hint that there were other 
unions in action besides the great railway triumvirate : 
the message, "Pleased to report the workers of Acton 
are SoLID," was signed "E.T.U., A.E.U., Trans
port vVorkers, R.C.A., N.U.R." By this Sunday, 
moreover, anxiety was giving way to relief, even 
exuberance. Chard exulted: "The nons no longer 
exist.'' Bristol arranged duplicated forms, with per
centages ("N.U.R. g8 per cent., A.S.L.E. and F. 
roo per cent., R.C.A. 6o per cent."). Southampton 
reported a continual return of those who had broken. 
Indeed, this day and next nearly all the towns listed 
above repeated their "all serene" signal, feeling, with 
Basingstoke on Monday night, ''we have just got 
over the first crucial period, viz., the first Monday
no wavering !'' Weak places like Maidenhead 
reported "better heart to-day even than last week," 
small places like W okingham and Blackwater reported 
"splendid." Through Bristol came news of another 
dark country as Cardiff splendidly poured out a list of 
Welsh strongholds - Fishguard, Carmarthen, 
Llanelly, Swansea, Neath, Bridgend, Barry, on the 
main line; Dowlais, Pontypridd, Caerphilly, Tondu, 
Bargoed, Neyland, Newport. Next day the same 
story: Bristol R.C.A. figures have risen to 8o per 
cent. ; Portsmouth "remains firm" ; Didcot thinks 
''success seems absolutely certain'' ; even Evesham 
reports "Stand firm and victory is ours." On 
Wednesday morning, if anything, reports were even 
heartier. Swindon told how attempts to run two 
trams had failed ; ''Intensify all efforts for the grand 
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Finale," said Westbury; Gloucester, briefly, 
' 'Success is assured.' ' 

Every day and every night riders had left Reading 
bound ~astwards for Eccleston Square, bearing 
reports hke these from the weakest and worst corner 
of Engia?d. The General Council, it was felt, must 
be rece1vmg even better reports from North and East 
and n~ area was less prepared than this for th~ 
shattenng news of the call-off on Wednesday. 

After that dreadful.news the record is silent for 36 
h?urs ; the fir~t p~per 1s a furious scrawl, on Thursday 
mght, on., Bnst?l s duplicated paper : "Not satisfac
tory-stnKe. st1ll on-all out here-stand firm." 
Next mornmg a few isolated messages repeat the 
same message : ''All out, all in together.'' Reading's 
owl?d l,~st word is, "We go back"' as we came out
so 1 • 

Here, in ~he weakest section of England, we have 
seen the stnke almost wholly dependent on the trio 
of. N.U .. R., ~.S,.L.E. and F. and R.C .A. The 
ra1lway hnes, hke 1ron bones, hold the strike together 
and the other unions, when affected, cluster round th~ 
strong centre~ of the railway branches. In several of 
these towns, mdeed,. special Railway Strike Bulletins 
~ere run. The dommance of these three, sometimes 
~uded by the T ~ansport Workers, prevented the rais
lr:g o~ ~nter-unwn difficulties in acute forms, and the 
s1mph~JtY. of the dispute made no great calls on 
orgamsatwn. From that let us turn to Northumber
~and and Durham, an industrial district where 
mnumerable unions were involved, and Labour was 
extremely strong. ( 1 ) 
N (I) See N_orthmnberland and Durham General Council Circular 
st~hern Ltg~t, Worlu~s' Chronicle, Workers' Searchlight, Spe1~ 

J 
rt e Bulletm, Letter m "S" File, Hansard Labour Monthly 
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Like many other districts, the North-east coast was 
late in moving. It was not till the 4th that a meeting 
~as held to set up a directing body. The more exten
stve . nature of t?e strike appears immediately from 
th~ lt~t of. the umons attending : Sailors and Firemen, 
Dt~tn.buttve Workers, Railway Clerks, N. U .R., 
.BwldmgTrad.es ~ederation, Boilermakers, Engineer
mg and Shtppmg Trades Federation, General 
Workers, Shop Assistants, Northumberland Miners, 
N orthl!mberland Colliery Mechanics, and the Trades 
Councils of Newcastle and Gateshead. Unofficially, 
the Du~ham Miners' Association was represented by 
Mr. Will Lawther, but the lethargy of this society's 
h~adquarters was so great that no official Strike Com
mittee was set up by it till two hours after the strike 
was over. In addition to the General Council formed 
by the above bodies, a Joint Strike Committee was 
s~t up, with s~b-c~mmittees for Transport, Permits, 
l· ood and Ptcketmg. The General Council sub
co.mmittees being for Publishing, Propaganda, Enter
t~n~n:ent, \Vays and Means, "etcetera," a rough 
dJVJSJon of labour was attained. Under the shadow 
of the Council and obeying its orders a mushroom 
field of local Councils of Action shot up overnight. 
By Wednesday morning the whole of the North-east 
coast .was effecti~ely out (including- the seamen) and 
effectively orgamsed for the stoppmg of communica
tions and other strike purposes. 

Such confusion as existed was caused by the 
peculiar behaviour of the T. U .C. in London. Its 
first communications effectively put out of action 
everyone of the Strike Committee's sub-committees. 
The instructions received by each union were so con
tradictory and vague that it was necessary for them to 
be sent before the whole Committee to co-ordinate 
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and interpret. Decentralisation did not begin to be 
possible till the strike was nearly over. Trouble was 
also caused over the question of publicity. A printed 
sheet had been got out for Tuesday morning, but 
T. U. C. instructions were thereafter held to prevent 
its appearance. The Committee complained on the 
1oth that "though we have had sympathetic replies 
from Mr. Citrine and others for four successive days, 
we are no nearer getting a permit." The Newcastle 
edition of the British Worker was not published till 
the I Ith. The generalship in the Northumberland and 
Durham area, in short, was excellent, but its dis
cretionary powers were limited, and where the Com
mittee had no discretion, as elsewhere, "they felt 
themselves bound to carry out the T. U. C. decisions 
to the letter no matter how many misgivings they 
might have." 

While the Committee was facing these difficulties, 
the difficulties of the other side caused a collapse 
which is totally unparalleled on the Labour side any
where. The abject failure of the O.M.S., caricatured 
in crude and rude cartoons by the Newcastle workers, 
became a disaster when on Wednesday the dockers 
handling food struck work. (The cause was an 
attempt to use members of the O.M.S. at the docks, 
under the guns of two destroyers and a submarine.) 
T~e result was that on Wednesday night, Sir 
Kmgsley Wood, the Government's Commissioner, 
came to three representatives of the Strike Com
mtitee with what was in effect an appeal for aid and 
an offer of partial withdrawal. He retired to consult 
his assistants, the others to report to the colleagues, 
and the conversations were continued next day. It 
then appeared that Sir Kingsley was offering at least a 
partial surrender ; he was prepared to abandon any 
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attempt to use non-union labour and to operate the 
docks ''under dual control' '-himself and the union 
nominees. The Committee was faced with a delicate 
choice. Had it been a free agent it might have 
decided to take a revolutionary course ; to force Wood 
to further concessions, and in effect to take over his 
powers and use them in the interest of the w~rkers 
(esp~ciall~ in the matter of food distribution). But 
the mtentwn of the T. U. C. instructions was clearly 
opposed to this, and it was decided to refuse the offer 
and to withdraw all permits. 

Food stocks were still sufficient to prevent, in the 
few days that remained, any shortage or panic as a 
result of this. Further, there was in London on the 
employers' side what there was not on the Labour 
side, ~central authority controlling policy and forcing 
back mto the line any division that broke down. 
Wood's action was raised in Parliament, and a decent 
face put upon it; and, presumably, as a result of head
quarters' instructions, the attack was recommenced 
;nore. vigorously. Arrests were made lavishly
mcludmg that of vV. Lawther-the Newcastle police 
became violent,* and repeated and savage baton 
charges took place. There also occurred the curious 
affair of the alleged wrecking of the Newcastle 
"express" which the Sunday Worker claimed was a 
"frame up." There is little doubt also that, con
nected with these facts is the further fact that judicial 
repression then and afterwards was unexampled in its 
ferocity in this area, and the most outrageous recorded 
case (R. v. Edward Wilson) took place in Gateshead. 

The onslaughts, however, did not in any way shake 
the workers' organisation or determination. They 
rather strengthened than weakened their position, 

* Workers' Chronicle, gth, roth. 
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and on the I 2th the retreat by the General Council 
was received with incredulity which changed to fury. 
The Northern Light said : ''There is only one 
explanation for this treachery-our leaders do not 
believe in Socialism" ; the Newcastle Workers' 
Chronicle wrote : "Never in the history of workers' 
struggle-with the exception of the treachery of our 
leaders in I 9 I 4-has there been such a calculated 
betrayal of working-class interests" ; the Council 
itself said : "To hell with the Constitution ... next 
time we must not be unprepared.'' 

To explain these words, we must turn to London 
headquarters, where the atmosphere had been in 
marked contrast to that of the movement in the 
country. 
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:PART Ill. 
THE STORY OF THE NEGOTIATIONS. 

"When I say 'I/ I speak for the Trades Union Congress." 
Mr.]. H. Thomas, in the House of Commons, May sth . 

T HE fighting speeches of the leaders at the 
Memorial Hall Conference on Saturday 
morning had left everyone in a glow of 

enthusiasm, but nothing was really very clearly 
settled. At a conference with the miners earlier in 
the day, the Miners' Executive had agreed, 
apparently somewhat reluctantly, to leave the con
duct of negotiations in the hands of the General 
Council, "on the understanding," says Mr. Cook, 
"that they would adhere to the decisions of February 
26th and that the miners should act in conjunction 
in all negotiations." Mr. Herbert Smith was much 
more blunt, and said that the miners would not 
surrender their revolvers-their tongues-and their 
right to make their own declarations on every 
movement. 

Immediately the Conference was over the Miners' 
E.C. left for their districts. For this they have been 
much blamed, Mr. Bromley going so far as to say 
that this ''precipitated'' the General Strike ; but, as" 
Mr. Thomas later explained both to the Premier and 
to the House of Commons, this step was really neces
sary, at least as regards a number of Executive 
members . Various pits had not posted notices at all, 
and the presence of the leaders in the country was 
wanted to secure uniformity of action. Unfortunately, 
Mr. Smillie thought it his duty not only to go ~o his 
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district, but to remain there, and as Mr. Richards, 
the other miners' representative was ill, the miners 
haq no direct representation on the General Council 
throughout the General Strike. 

Mr. Citrine' s first task was to write to the Premier 
informing him that negotiations had been placed in 
the hands of the General Council, and that they were 
in readiness to meet him at any time. He apparently 
did not think it necessary to inform Mr. Cook of this, 
and the miners' secretary only learned by accident 
about 9 o'clock that evening that the Industrial Com
mittee of nine were at Downing Street. 

This Industrial Committee met the full Cabinet 
Committee, but to facilitate matters each side agreed 
to appoint a sub-committee of three. Messrs. 
Thomas, Pugh, and Citrine acted for the General 
Council, and the Premier, Lord Birkenhead, and 
Sir Arthur Steel Maitland (Minister of Labour), with 
a permanent official in attendance, for the Cabinet. 

After working until between I and 2 a.m. on the 
Sunday morning, the following formula was finally 
agreed upon :-

The Prime Minister has satisfied himself as a result of the 
conversations he has had with representatives of the Trades 
Union Congress, that if negotiations are continued (it being 
understood that the notices cease to be operative), the repre
sentatives of the Trades Union Congress are confident that a 
settlement on the lines of the Report could be reached within 
a fortnight. 

Despite the tactful wording, everyone knew what 
this meant. Cook says in his pamphlet, ''This meant 
reductions of wages and district agreements.'' The 
Prime Minister, describing these negotiations in the 
House of Commons on May 5th, was still more 
explicit:-

"Acceptance of the Report includes both the re..organisation 
of the industry, which is to be put in hand immediately, and 
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pending the results of re-organisation, such interim readjust
ments of hours of work and wages, as would make it 
economically possible to carry on the industry meanwhile." 

The Negotiating Committee left Downing Street 
about 2 a.m., both sides feeling confident that a 
settlement would be reached. 

Mr. Citrine telephoned to Mr. Cook about 2.30 
a.m., giving him some account of what had happened, 
and asking him to be at Eccleston Square at 10 a.m. 
The General Council then learned that the Miners' 
E. C. were not in London, and demanded that they 
be summoned to return immediately. Cook protested 
both to the Negotiating Committee and later to the 
full meeting of the General Council against their 
meeting the Premier in his absence and without his 
knowledge, and pleaded with them not to commit 
the miners to a policy differing from that which had 
been agreed upon at the Conference of Union 
Executives. 

Mr. Thomas impatiently swept this aside, and 
urged that the miners should accept the Commission's 
Report, even though it meant reductions in wages. 
Mr. Bromley hammered home the point by remark
ing that the railwaymen had had to accept reductions 
and the miners would have to do the same. No 
decision was arrived ~t by the full General Council 
while Mr. Cook was there, and he left them to their 
deliberations, assuming that they would not meet the 
Prime Minister again without the miners. 

Meanwhile the Cabinet representatives had met at 
noon expecting to hear from the Negotiating Com
mittee. Receiving no reply they met again in the 
afternoon. At 6.30 Mr. Citrine telephoned that the 
General Council were ready to meet the Premier. 
Both sides agreed to get some dinner and meet at 
Downing Street at 9 o'clock. 
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The full General Council, accompanied by Mr. 
Ramsay MacDonald and Mr. Arthur Henderson, 
went to the meeting, thus seeing the Premier again 
without having seen the Miners' Executive. Until 
after I I o'clock, the Negotiating Committee pro
ceeded to discuss the formula of the previous day, 
and settled various points of explanation. 

After :rarious attempts to find a suitable wording, 
Lord B1rkenhead finally wrote down a revised 
formula which read :-

We will urge upon the miners to authorise us to enter 
upon a discussion with the understanding that they and we 
~ccept the Report as a basis of settlement, and we approach 
It with the knowledge that it may involve some reduction in 
wages. .. 

Speaking for the Trades Union Congress, Mr. 
Thomas took the responsibility of saying ''Never 
mind what the miners or anyone else says ~e accept 
it."* ' 

Someone telephoned to Russell Square to bring 
the Miners' Executive, who, having returned to 
London by motor and train in response to Cook's 
urgent wir.es, were waiting at Russell Square, full of 
apprehens10n as to what was taking place at Downing 
Street in their absence. 

The miners arrived at II.IS p.m. and the 
Negotiating Committee went upstairs to press the 
formula upon them. They had been closeted with 
the miners for about half-an-hour when the Prime 
~inister sent for them. Impatient at the interrup
tlOn, Mr. Thomas said to the miners, "Hold on 
we'll go down and see what is the matter." ' 

Taken to the Prime Minister's room, Mr. Pugh 
and Mr. Thomas found there the Premier and Lord 
Birkenhead. Mr. Baldwin handed Mr. Thomas a 

'f.- Hansard, May 5th, col. 343· 
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letter, saying, gravely, "Gentlemen, I am sorry to 
say that ou~ efforts for peace. are unavailing. I have 
a letter to g1ve you, but I felt m honour bound, having 
regard to all our effo.rts, at least to say a word to you 
personally. Somethmg has happened at the Daily 
Mail, ;;tnd the Cabinet has empowered me to hand 
you th1s letter. Goodbye, I am sorry ; this is the 
end."* 

Naturally bewildered, Mr. Thomas took the letter 
and read it. The Premier remarked ''And now we 
ask immediately for a repudiation ~f this action." 
~r. Thomas immediately repudiated it, saying that 
~1s. colleagues a~d himself knew nothing of the 
mc1dent. _R~turnmg to. the conference room upstairs, 
t~e N egottatmg ~ommlttee decided to send a deputa
tlOn to the Pr~m1er, ~o convey the f?rmal r~pudiation 
of the unoffic1al act10n of the Dazly Marl machine 
men.** 

Mr. Thomas and the deputation went down to the 
Prime Minister's room, to find everything in dark
ness. A servant informed them that everyone had 
gone to bed, and politely intimated that the further 
presence of Mr. Thomas and his colleagues was no· 
longer desirable. 

Furious at this insult ,fr~m England's leading 
gentlemen, the trade umomsts left I o Downing 
Street. On the steps, Mr. Thomas told a waiting 
pressman that the Government had declared war. 
Turning to the miners' secretary, he said warmly 
''Ad C ' ' n now, ook, we must fight for our lives . '' 

* Hansard, May 5th, col. 420. 

** The incident referred to was an unauthorised lightning 
strike by the machine men ("Natsopas") of the Daily M'ail who 
re!used to print a leading article which described as revol~tion
anes all those who actively sympathised with the miners. 
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The Union leaders had been tricked. While Mr. 
Baldwin had been talking peace, Sir William J oymon 
Hicks and Mr. Churchill had been actively preparing 
for war. Confronted with proofs of this in the House 
of Commons on the Monday, Mr. Baldwin's only 
refuge was a denial of his personal knowledge of the 
facts. Those who had prepared for war wanted it. 
Mr. Thomas had made it perfectly clear before the 
miners arrived that either they must accept the 
formula which he and Birkenhead had agreed upon, 
or they could expect no help from him. To quote 
from his own speech in Parliament, ''At one minute 
to twelve on Sunday night I would have grovelled 
for peace, because I hated war. Unfortunately, it 
was refused.' ' 

Farced against their will into the General Strike, 
the General Council appointed a small sub-committee, 
Messrs. Pugh, Bevin, and Citrine, to meet the three 
miners' officials on the Monday morning. These 
three drew up a statement of proposals on which 
further negotiations might take place. These con
sisted of a National Mining Board representing 
Government, owners, and miners, to go into the Coal 

. Report and make proposals for putting its recom
mendations into effect. After this the Board could 
determine what adjustments were necessary to cover 
the interim period, subject to the seven-hour day, 
and a (not "the") national minimum being 
maintained. 

This was reported to full meetings of the General 
Council and the Miners' Executive respectively at 
the House of Commons later in the day. The 
General Council accepted the memorandum as the 
basis of its policy, but the Miners' E. C., by twelve 
votes to six, insisted on the words, the national mini-

mum instead of a national minimum. Those who see 
in Mr. Cook the implacable opponent of all com
promise may note that in this, as in later negotiations, 
his agreements on tt;rms of settlement were thrown 

A "PLEBS" STRIKE CARTOON. 
THE ELEPHANT : "Ooh! I must be careful not to tread 

on THAT I!" 

over by his Executive. The General Council, on 
receiving this statement from the miners, decided to 
adhere to the original draft on the ground that as they 
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were proposing to extract their full obligations under 
the report from the Government and the. owt;ers, the 
miners must be prepared to fulfil the obhgat10ns t~at 
the report would impose on them, even to acceptmg 
reductions in wages. . 

In the meantime the General Council had sent a 
dignified letter of protest to the Gov_ernment' s let.ter 
breaking off negotiations, and the tssue was bemg 
debated on the floor of the House of Commons. 
The hot passion at the insults of the night before had 
evaporated. Mr. Thomas, about to lead the gr~atest 
strike in British history, announced to an astomshed 
world ''In any challenge to the constitution, God 

' '' Th help us unless the Government won. e 
leader of the Parliamentary Labour Party, who 
at the Memorial Hall had told the Conference which 
had just declared the strike, ' 'We are there . i~ the 
battle with you, taking our share uncomplammgly 
until right and justice have been won,'' announced 
to the House of Commons that, ''With the discussion 
of general strikes _and Bolshevism .~nd that _kind of 
thing I have nothmg to do at all. Nothmg was 
lacking to make it clear to the Government that the 
men's leaders were but half-hearted in the fight, and 
that if they resolutely stood to their guns, these men 
would tire first. 

The Government stuck to its guns. It prepared as 
though for civil war. Both sides concentrated on 
organising their forces. The Parliamentary Labour 
Party was muzzled by orders of the General Council. 
On \Vednesday, May sth, the Premie_r ~nnounced 
in the House of Commons that no negot1at10ns would 
take place unless the notices for the G:eneral Strike 
were unconditionally withdrawn. To thts the General 
Council replied in the British Worker of May 6th, 
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' 'The General Council of the Trades Union 
Congress, while ready at any moment to resume 
negotiations for an honourable settlement, gives an 
unqualified "NO" to the Premier's request for an 
unconditional withdrawal of strike notices. The 
Government was responsible for breaking off 
negotiations, and any further discussions can only be 
undertaken in a free and unfettered atmosphere.'' 

Behind the scenes, however, interested parties 
were busy trying to get negotiations reopened. Mr. 
Tawney took the initiative with regard to the 
churches, and on Friday, May 7th, the Archbishop 
of Canterbury issued his suggested proposals for a 
settlement of the dispute. These were printed in the 
British Worker but suppressed in the British Gazette, 
and by the wireless. 

Sir Herbert Samuel, holidaying in Italy, was 
brought on to the scene. On the evening of Friday, 
May 7th, the General Council issued an official state
ment in the Britis.h Worker, which said :-

It is being persistently stated that Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, 
Mr. Herbert Smith, Mr. Arthur Cook and other Trade Union 
leaders have been engaged in an attempt to re-open negotia
tions with a view to ending the General Stoppag-e. The 
General Council wish it to be understood that there is no 
truth in this assertion. No official or unofficial overtures have 
been made to the Government by any individual or group of 
individuals with or without the sanction of the General 
Council. 

Sir Herbert Samuel, was however, in close touch 
with the leaders of the General Council on Saturday, 
the 8th, and letters dated on that day passed between 
him and the Minister of Labour, following on con
versations that they had had during the afternoon. 
Sir Arthur Steel-Maitland reiterated in this letter the 
attitude of the Government that they . could not 
negotiate unless the General Strike was called off 
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unconditionally, and concluded by saying, "I am sure 
that the Government will take the view that, while 
they are bo~nd most carefully and most sympathetic
ally to _consider the terms of any arrangement which 
a public man ?f xo_ur resp~:msibility and experience 
may p_ropos_e, It IS Imperative to make it plain that 
~~Y: dis~ussion which you may think it proper to 
Initiate IS not clothed in even a vestige of an official 
character.". Si~ Her_bert Samuel, in reply, said that 
h~ was ~~k_ms- It piau~ that he was acting entirely on 
his own Initiative. It Is, however, fairly obvious that 
the Government was playing for position. They did 
not want to_ climb down from their haughty demand 
that the stnke notices must be unconditionally with
drawn, but they were not averse to Samuel seeing 
what he coul_d do to bring the miners to "reason," 
an~ so provtde some means of ending a situation 
whtch was too successful from the workers' point of 
view to be comfortable for them. They had concen
trated so exclusively_ on_ making the fight appear as 
a challenge to constttut10nal government, to which 
there could be no other ending than the "abject 
surrender of the rebellious trade unionists to the forces 
of law and or~er' '. that, as Mr. Lloyd George 
warned them, c!tmbmg down from their high perch 
~o deal with_ the_ plain commonsense aspects of an 
m_tolerable situatiOn had become extremely difficult. 
Sir Herbert Samuel, they hoped, would provide the 
s~ep-lad~er. "He was perfect!~ willing to accept the 
dtplo~at s :ole, and allow htmsdf to be officially 
repudtated tf that became more convenient to the 
Government. 

During the Saturday the Council informed the 
miners' offici~ls _that "t~ey proposed to take steps to 
co-operate with mfluent1al members of the public who 
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r were known to be endeavouring to find means of 
re-establishing negotiations." Meetings were held 
throughout Sunday between Sir Herbert and the 
Negotiation Committee to which the miners were 
not invited. The miners saw Samuel for the first and 
only time during the whole negotiations on the 
Monday afternoon. 

By the evening of Monday the draft was ready. It 
p rovided for a renewal of the subsidy for a reasonable 
period during negotiations, a National Wages Board 
with a neutral element, and an independent chairman. 
This Board was to make proposals for the 
reorganisation of the industry and co-operate with the 
Govern~~nt i~ preparing the necessary legislative 
and admm1strative steps . The Board was to consider 
every practical means of meeting immediate financial 
difficulties of the industry, and there was to be no 
re-adjustment of wages unless this proved to be 
absolutely necessary ; in any case the wages of the 
lowest-paid men were not to be adversely affected. 
Proposals were also made for providing for the men 
who would be displaced as a result of the closing of 
uneconomic collieries . . 

Nothing is easier than to be wise after the event, 
but no one who reads the terms of this Memorandum 
in the. light of all that has happened since can help 
doubtmg whether the miners were wise in their 
rejection of it. If anything it was more favourable 
to them than the Draft proposals which their own 
officials signed at the House of Commons on May 
3rd (though their E. C. afterwards did not endorse 
their action). However loyal they might be to them, 
th.e organised workers in non-blackleg-proof indus
tn_es were not in a position to fight as long as the 
mmers. \Vhile it was true that the General Council 
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could give no written guarantee that the Government 
would accept these terms, yet had the miners accepted 
them in good faith the General Strike could have 
terminated in such a way as to leave the miners' sup
porters full of enthusiasm, and it is doubtful whether 
any Government could have faced, at this time, the 
consequences of rejecting them. 

In the opinion of the miners, no doubt, the Samuel 
1Memorandum was a mere trap, and the Government 
all along intended, with or without the connivance of 
the General Council, to repudiate Sir Herbert the 
minute that he had secured their only real object, the 
ending of the strike. Probably the exact truth can 
never be known until the memoirs of those chiefly 
concerned can be published. It is becoming the 
fashion to make Mr. Cook the scapegoat. That was 
the keynote of the Censure debate in the House of 
Commons on December 8th. But the tangled situa
tion cannot be understood unless it is realised that 
Mr. Cook and his Executive Council have far less 
power than the executives of most other big unions . 
One prominent executive councillor has said , 
approvingly, that a meeting of the Miners' Executive 
is not so much a committee as a meeting to receive 
reports of the districts. The hands of the E. C. were 
tied right throughout the negotiations by votes of their 
districts, and valuable opportunities were lost that a 
more flexible organisation might have seized. 

On Tuesday evening, the full Miners' Executive 
met the full General Council, and were told by Mr. 
Pugh that the Council had guarantees which satisfied 
them that the Government would accept these pro
posals, and that the Council had decided to call off the 
Strike on this basis. He pressed the miners to accept 
the terms. The miners retired, and after long dis-
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cussion definitely decided to reject them and throw 
the responsibility of ending the Strike upon the 
General Council. 

This decision was communicated to the General 
Council at midnight. Meanwhile, the Cabinet Com
mittee were sitting anxiously at Downing Street. 
Arrangements had been made to meet them, but 
owing to the attitude of the miners this meeting did 
not take place. 

The next morning the miners' E.C. met at Russell 
Square. The officials were summoned to attend at 
Eccleston Square, but they went to their own meet
ing. Between 10.30 and I I o'clock a deputation from 
the General Council, consisting of Messrs. Bevin, 
Findlay, Ben Turner, R. B. Walker, Rowan and 
Purcell came to see the miners. They told them that 
the General Council had agreed to meet the Premier 
at I 2 noon in order to call off the Strike, and appealed 
to the miners to accept the Samuel proposals in order 
that they might all go back together. 

The miners still refused and decided to call a 
delegate conference for the following Friday. They 
communicated their repudiation of the Samuel Memo
randum to whatever of the public Press was still 
functioning. At I I ·45 the deputation left the miners, 
and at I 2. 20 the Premier, accompanied by Lord 
Birkenhead, Sir Arthur Steel-Maitland, and other 
Ministers met the T. U .C.'s spokesmen. The latter 
do not seem to have prepared any exact statement. 
Mr. Pugh simply announced that the General Council 
had decided to call off the Strike in order that 
negotiations might proceed in a manner which they 
hoped would bring about a settlement. 

The Premier : That is, the General Strike is to be called off 
forthwith. 



ings, as h~ would himself. Mr. George Hicks, of 
the ~~ft wmg, questioned on the telephone, equally 
exphcttly asserted that the Strike had been called off 
on this binding understanding, and that the Memo
randum would be applied within a few hours. 

On Friday, however, Mr. Baldwin published his 
terms_, and, in the words of the British Worker, ''they 
contam some but not all of the points of the Samuel 
1Memorandum ; they suggest reductions of wages," 
and, of course, the lock-out notices were not with
drawn. If the previous allegations of the Council 
were _true, then they had been made the victims of a 
pecuharly g-ross and vulgar fraud, to which the only 
reply pos~1bl~ wa~ an outburst of just indignation. 
N ~ suc_h md1gna~1~:m followed. Instead, a leading 
arttcle m the Bntzs.h Worker defended the Council 
against an accusation nowhere formulated in the 
paper, and argued thatthose who looked forward "to 
smashing the unions" were prepared to let the strike 
go on until, "by a process of attrition," and "uncon
ditional surrender" was inevitable. If the General 
Council, it continued, had allowed this to happen, it 
would hc:ve been guilty of a ''gross betrayal of trust'' ; 
and so 1t reached the conclusion that ''the General 
Council act~d with courag~ ~n ending the stoppage." 

The last 1ssue of the Bntzsh Worker contained the 
las_t stroke of the irony o~ fate (or of a disgusted sub
edttor)-a ~;ory concernmg the despised Poles, and 
headed: PoLisH CouP n'ETAT - SociALIST 
PREMIER-VICTORIOUS PARTY AIDED BY GENERAL 
STRIKE.'' 

Before this, however, the news of the General 
Council's action had been received in the provinces 
and its reception was various. The doubt of th~ 
authenticity of the Samuel Memorandum, the mis-
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leading nature of the British Worker, the Premier's 
savage exultation of ''Unconditional surrender'' on 
the wireless-all these so puzzled the workers that in 
many towns the Strike Committee helplessly put out 
the news without comment. But in most cases the 
committee decided that the truth-that the Samuel 
Memorandum ~as a piece of paper without authority, 
and the Council had merely surrendered-that this 
version in the literal sense of the words "could not 
be believed.'' So (like many capitalist papers) they 
put out the Samuel terms as "peace terms," and as 
such greeted them as a sufficient victory. Even in 
London, as witness the Islington and St. Pancras 
Bulletins, this view was held ; W ealdstone announced . ' confident m the T. U. C., "whatever the conditions, 
it means that justice has triumphed" ; Birmingham 
even printed a special ''Victory Bulletin.'' 

There was a dramatic scene in many strike 
committee rooms, as at Nottingham, when the com
mittee members, while they could hear their sellers 
shouting their own "victory bulletins" in the street, 
slowly realised that the true story was one of 
ignominious defeat. As soon as the knowledge 
became general it was greeted with an outburst of 
fury. Unfortunate representatives of the British 
Worker were pinned into corners and ordered to give 
information that they did not possess. Swansea for
bade the distribution of Friday's issue ; numbers of 
the voluntary motor drivers in London threw their 
parcels back into the officials' faces. In the Vale of 
Leven the T. U . C. wires were greeted with furious 
boos and hissings. "Alarm - fear - despair- a 
victorious army disarmed and handed over to its 
enemies," reads the Hull report. At Long Eaton, 
because the wire came via the police station, many 



men refused to believe it, saying it was not official , 
but a forgery-" Has Baldwin sent it?" "They 
can't blame us this time''; ''We've been twisted,' ' 
were among the cries, but when the fever had sub
sided, "never have I witnessed such a miserable, 
disappointed and heartrending scene." 

After ahger, depression; after depression, new 
resolution. The decision to carry on the Strike rose 
spontaneously in almost every quarter-that decision 
which s;1ved the honou:r and name of the British 
working class. Even the Scottish Worker, while 
carrying the official news, as in duty bound, ended 
the issue in staring, unexpected capitals : "FIGHT 
ON; LABOUR CANNOT LOSE." From 
Cardiff, Fife, St. Albans and elsewhere wires were 
sent to the General Council demanding that the Strike 
should be called on again. 

This attitude of the workers had become clear 
before the Thursday morning. On the Thursday 
itself the Strike was effectively called on again, and 
the shaken ranks restored, by what was intended to 
be the victorious advance of the employers. On the 
strength of Baldwin's paeans and 'the British Gazette , 
the empJoyers in the railway, transport and printing 
trades dtsclosed plans for wholesale wage reductions, 
hours increases, union smashing, and spiteful 
victimisations. (It appears that the building 
employers were more cautious, so that the building 
operatives in general returned ; while the engineering 
and allied workers, who had been so frivolously sacri
ficed on the Tuesday by the Council, were too weak 
to fight alone.) Headquarters was thus forced to 
endorse the stand taken by the rank and file, and in 
those important industries the Strike was declared on 
again-and in several localities in other trades as welL 
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The completeness and the suddenness of the workers '' 
counterblow on Thursday entirely ''winded'' the 
Tory offensive, and there was the most comical 
change of tone. Mr. Baldwin officially called off the 
offensive in his most oily tones in the Commons, a 
Royal Proclamation was issued to the same effect, 
and the Daily Mail's headline was "NO 
REPRISALS !"* The General Council had been 
ordered to see that all went back together or not at 
all, the strong standing by the weak. But the task 
was left to solitary unions and groups of unions. The 
London printers held pretty well together, and no 
papers appeared in their usual form until the Monday, 
when practically all the pretensions of the employers 
had been abandoned. The Transport Workers ' 
Union also was fairly successful in the main centres . 

But the stranglehold of the workers was not 
effectively loosened while the railway workers were 
still out ; and the task of getting them back was 
tackled at once. The rank and file up and down the 
country had unanimously refused to agree to the 
conditions or sign the declarations required of them. 
!Messrs. J. H. Thomas, J. Bromley, and A. G. 
W alkden met the managers in London and signed 
on their members' behalf the declarations and 
decisions they. had refused. The agreement (signed 
on the I4th)i- admitted that the Strike was "a wrong
ful act,'' promised not to strike again without notice, 
or ever to call out the supervisory grades. The staff· 
were not promised their jobs back, but their salaries 

* "The m en were like rock. The first man to bring the 
news was the sub-editor of the County Express and after giving 
the news he asked what we were going to do about it. The 
answer was Double the Pickets."-Stourbridge. Such entries 
might be infinitely duplicated. 

t See Lansbury's Weekly, June sth, for an analysis of its
effect in fact by a railway clerk. 
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were not to be decreased. They were only to be 
reinstated "as traffic offers." Those guilty of 
"intimidation" would not be re-engaged at all. 
These terms were described as ''eminently satisfac
tory" (Thomas) and "very satisfactory" (Bromley), 
while Mr. Walkden spoke of the "managers' mag
nanimous spirit.'' This gilt, however, was scarcely 
enough to secure the swallowing of these extra
ordinary terms, with their wide open door for 
victimisation, so in addition the following wire was 
sent out : "Full reinstatement secured without 
penalties." On the strength of this the railwaymen, 
realising their exposed position, were gradually 
persuaded back to work. In several areas attempts 
were made to stay out- Goodwick refused to accept 
the settlement; "pickets were posted in the expecta
tion that some weak members would offer themselves 
for work ; these pickets reported that no one had 
reported.'' Nor did the members return till an 
expedition to Llanelly on Sunday convinced them that 
-others had given up the struggle. York on the same 
day tried to get Darlington, Hull, Leeds and 
Doncaster to join with it in continuing the Strike ; 
but in all cases this beginning of a reorganisation and 
reforming of the line was too late. Erith workers 
were out till May 24th ; they may perhaps claim to 
be the last to return. 

'' ALVESCOT : all out here ; God help us if we lose,'' 
was the sentence that we put at the head of our second 
-chapter. The comfortable feeling of relief, of safety 
and the end of a terrible strain which may have filled 
the hearts of leaders was very different from the 
misery and even terror with which the news was 
greeted by members of the rank and file in out of the 
way places or weakly-organised trades. There were 
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single casualties, like the gallant handful of engineers 
who walked out to certain disaster at Chelmsford and 
High Wycombe, but there were also whole detach
ments, so to speak, left to their fate . In Glasgow, 
for example, the whole Outram Press, controlling four 
dailies, went "non-union," and enforced its decision 
so viciously that its journalistic staff were forbidden 
soon after to meet their union colleagues at a dinner. 
The Manchester Guardian went one step further in 
degradation and founded a "company" union. The 
loyalty of the members of practically all unions was 
shaken at many of the smaller centres, and for a while 
even losses of membership were reported in certain 
-cases. At Aberdeen the "Paperworkers' Union was 
burst-non-union mills now,'' and the ''capitalist 
papers are scab shops.'' At Brighton both the 
Tilling and Southdown bus services forced their 
employers, unqer the threat of the sack, out of the 
union (Tillings' taking the opportunity to stabilise 
wages, but not hours, for three years) ; the Corpora
tion withdrew recognition of the union, and 350 tram
waymen left it-in addition, the officials of the union 
were di_smissed by the Corporation for declining to 
resign their positions. Probably over a thousand 
members were forced out of the Transport Workers' 
Union in Brighton alone. No "Natsopa" members 
could get a job, the Paperworkers' secretary was 
forced to resign, and over forty of the most active 
Typographical Association men were victimised. 
· (It was, however, only the weaker sections which 
suffered in this manner. On the whole, the belief 
immediately after the Strike was that the unions, all 
told, had somewhat increased in strength, while the 
political influence of the Labour Party was tremen-
dously enlarged.) · 
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T~e calling off was also celebrated by the police in 
certam areas by an outburst of unrestrained violence. 
At noon at Brigh~on tramway depot on Wednesday 
they made a ferocrous charge upon strikers ; and this 
~as_ followed by far more inexcusable cruelty to the 
v:Ict~ms when they were brought up for further 
pumshme~t before the Brighton bench next day. 
Other fights occurred at Edenbridrre and Hatfield 
and at Poplar on Wednesday night occurred one of 
the grossest and most outrageous attacks made on the 
~orkers anywhere-upon two wholly peaceful meet
mgs: In one case, indeed, where they succeeded in 
be~tmg the Mayor senseless in a billiard-room. the 
pohce had to break into a building to reach their p~ey. * 

Sc_> ended the ten days frc_>m May 3rd to May I 3th . 
It W.J.ll.Pr<?bably be a long time before a final verdict , 
apportronmg the blame, can be delivered. But the 
Gen~r~l Coun~il's defence must be-at any rate 
provisionally-mvestigated here and now. 

The argument that it accepted the Samuel Memo
randum as a valid document which would be honoured 
by the . Government has ben discussed in Part I I I'. 
Th~re IS the further line of de~ence, put forward by 
vanous members of the Council, that the Strike had 
reached its maximum at the time of the call-off, and 
would have weakened had it continued . 

This point can only be tested by a confidential 
town-by-town inquiry. It can never be settled till 
every town in Britain is so dealt with, for the objector 
can always say, "Ah, but the towns of which 1 am 
thinking are not in your list.'' But the material which 

* Westminster Gazette ; May 14th. Also private information 
No police officer was punished for this. It must be remembered 
that under E.P.A. practically anything could be called an offence 
At D?ncaster the police held that to hold up one's hand to sto · 
a vehicle was a breach of the Act. p 
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has been c:sed for thi~ Study covers a very wide, 
repr~se?tatlve ~nd vaned area, and it should carry 
conv:ctw_n (subject, of cc_>urse, to. the discovery of 
other evid:nce) to any mmd not biassed by a desire 
for a verdict one way or the other.* 

First, we will take evidences of weakness-that is 
serious weakening occurring in the second week ancl 
of s~ch a kind to presage to careful observ~rs a 
possible breakdown. (We do not chronicle, for 
example, the fact that two men and a small girl had 
returned to work at the Oxford University Press.) 

In Scotland at Aberdeen "some weakening" is 
reported ;. another, more reliable message, contradicts 
this, saymg that the Strike would have grown 
stronger. At Dunfermline ''some sections" were 
weakening. At Edinburgh the Strike "was at its 
maximum and would have declined" ; the Horse and 
'Motormen and the Tramwaymen were weakening, 
the pc:perworkers were back and the printers of the 
Eventng_ N e7v~ were going back next day. There 
was a shght dnft back of tramwaymen in Glasgow
whatever importance that may have. At Johnstone 
the tramwaymen had broken away altogether. At 
Perth the Strike was at its maximum and would 
prc_>bably have weakened, especially among the 
builders. On the other hand, the railwaymen were 
strong and were angry at the calling off. Stirling 
also was weakening. In England, Bootie, a suburb 
of Liverpool, was on the decline; there was also 
weakening at Bridport in Devon, though the total 
number expected to go back was only six. Harwich 
was weakening and at Littlehampton (let nothing be 
concealed) it was feared that eight transport workers 

* These reports have been checked by the L.R.D. reports. Sec 
Bibliography. 
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would go back. Newark printers had already gone 
back on Monday. In Newport (I.O.W.) the position 
was strong, but it was not certain how long it could 
have been maintained. From Windsor it is definitely 
stated that the Strike was at maximum strength and 
would have weakened. 

From this soon-told tale let us turn to those places 
where there was no sign of weakening. Here, 
unfortunately, we have not space to analyse and 
explain as we have done in the other case. We have 
already recorded the position in Northumberland and 
Durham, and in the South-Western district centred 
on Reading, where in the last few days reports from 
Bristol, Portsmouth, Didcot, Evesham, Basingstoke. 
Cirencester, Swindon, West bury, and elsewhere,. 
showed that the Strike was only just getting into its 
full stride. Apart from these, the list reads as 
follows:-

Aberdare 
Ashton 
Barnsley 
Biggleswade 
Birkenhead 
Blaina 
Boness 
Bournemoutn 
Braintree 
Brentwood 
Canterbury 
Castle Cary 
Chelmsford 
Chesterfield 
Clitheroe 
Cor sham 
Coventry 
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Cowes 
Crewe 
Denny 
Derby 
Dewsbury 
East Ardsley 
Eastleigh 
Erith 
Fifeshire (all) 
Glastonbury 
Gloucester 
Good wick 
Gwaen-cae-Gurwen 
Hebden Bridge 
High Wycombe 
Hull 
Ilford 

Ilkeston Port Talbot 
Kilmarnock Ramsgate 
King's Lynn Reading 
Lincoln Ripley 
Littleborough Rishton 
Llanelly St. Albans 
Liverpool Selby 
Long Eaton Southend 
London (generally) Stafford 
Macclesfield Stapleford 
Mansfield Stourbridge 
Mountain Ash Wednesbury 
N ewhaven W ellingborough 
Norwich W oking 
Oxford W olverhampton 
Peterborough York* 

Certain of the phrases used illustrate the position
more clearly. "The Strike was IOO per cent. strong 
and could not get stronger from that point of view, 
but in organisation it was getting stronger and more· 
efficient every day" (Blaina). "We were not at our 
maximum when the Strike was called off-another 
twelve hours would have seen a position the like of 
which in our wildest moments we have never 
imagined" (Coventry). "The ranks of the strikers. 
strengthened daily" (Goodwick). "Non-unionists 
joining up at the end of each [engineering] shift" 
(Lincoln). "At high tide promptly and remained 
so'' (Long Eaton). ''Everything was going perfectly 
when the bombshell fell" (Ramsgate). "The fight 
was just about to begin" (W ellingborough). 

* It will be understood that these are towns from which there· 
are detailed reports, other than references in Bu letins. For this 
reason we have not included great towns like Glasgow and' 
Manchester, where in fact we know all was well, but where ru 
special investigation has not been made. 
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"'Every prospect of it growing stronger . . . bitter 
feeling prevailed among the rank and file at the 
·calling off" (\tVoking). And so forth . 

Lists and names can perhaps speak more strongly 
than rhetoric or argum~nt. If the facts here set down 
have not of themselves settled disputes and appor
tioned guilt or credit, then no words of ours will do 
better. We prefer to end this story with a salute to 
the rank and file and their local officials. It is to them 
that the whole glory of this nine days' wonder 
belongs. Nothing like this unanimous sacrifice for a 
largely unselfish end has been seen since August, 
1914. The Junkers in those days jeered at the men 
who rushed into the army as "mercenaries," and to 
this the answer was made in a famous poem :-

These, in the day when heaven ?.vas falling, 
The hour when earth's foundations fled, 

Fallowed their mercenary calling, 
And tool?- their 1vages, and are dead. 

But for these others, twelve years later, there was 
no question of pay, for praise or for blame. Many, 
very many, from boilermakers to builders' labourers , 
neither received any strike pay nor ever expected to 
<draw any . Nevertheless, when the end seemed to 
have come in despair and disgrace, they held firm 
.a nd saved our faith and their honour. 

Their shoulders held t.he sky suspended, 
They stood, and earth's foundations stay. 

• 
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-~· ------------------------------------------------------~ 

EPILOGUE • 

T HE miners' dispute dragged on for nearly 
seven months after the close of the General 
Strike. Their delegate conference on N ovem

ber 26th 1926, while it took no decision to end the 
stoppag~ on a national basis, the districts having 
definitely voted against the Government's terms, left 
the County Associations free to make district settle
ments on the best terms possible . In the agreements 
which followed, the only common feature was the 
increase in working hours. The mineowners tried to 
make the terms as different as possible, especially 
as regards duration. Scotland and South Wales had 
to agree to a three years' period, while N otts. and 
Derby accepted five years. The mineworkers, sullen 
and resentful, were driven back to the pits by sheer 
starvation. The masters had made a wilderness and 
called it peace. 

On January 2oth, 1927, the General Council of the 
Trades Union Congress convened the long delayed 
Conference of Trades Union Executives to consider 
the report of the Council's conduct of the General 
Strike and its ending. There was very little that 
was essential in the General Council's report which 
was not quoted verbatim in Mr. Bromley's article. 
The supplementary report issued by the Council dealt 
entirely with the events which happened after the 
Generq.l Strike was over, though not unnaturally it 
used those events to justify its actions at that time. 
The Miners' Federation issued a new statement in 
reply to the General Council which was circulated to 
the conference delegates with the report . 

The publication of these documents, the discussions 
of the Special Conference, and the articles of certain 
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leaders in such papers as Answers (a Berry publica
tion which Mr. J. H. Thomas chose as the 
medium for stating his side of the case on the ground 
that ''it is an absolutely unbiassed publication of no 
politics or party"), have made it possible to give a 
summary of both sides of the case as finally put 
forward by both parties. 

The General Council considered that the deter
mination of the Miners' Federation to accept no 
longer hours, no reduction in wages, and nothing but 
a national agreement, was a merely negative position. 
The Report states that ''by their action in turning 
down the Samuel Memorandum, despite its adoption 
by the General Council, the Miners' Executive 
definitely rejected the Coal Commission's report as a 
basis of settlement and so gave the Government and 
the mineowners an excuse for evading their obliga
tions in regard to it . . . The Council were satisfied 
that however long they continued the sfrike they 
would still be in the same position so far as the atti
tude of the Miners' Executive were concerned, and 
consequently they were not justified in permitting the 
unions to continue the sacrifice for another day.'' 

Throughout both the original and the supplemen
tary Reports of the Council is implied the firm belief 
that the miners would have to make some concessions 
and that the Report of the Coal Commission offered 
a basis for the re-organisation of the industry. They 
regarded the coal lock-out as being the same as any 
other wage dispute-to be settled as quickly as 
possible on the best terms obtainable. The Council 
considered that had the miners accepted this view it 
would have been possible to close the General Strike 
in an atmosphere of victory and, while certain con
cessions were inevitable, the miners would have been 
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infinitely better off than they were at the end of seven 
months more suffering. 

The Miners' Statement showed that they con
sidered the dispute as ''the climax of a struggle which 
had been preparing for months and years before ... 
That struggle was the ~~nc~rted attempt of th_e 
employers to achieve stabihsatwn, to solve all their 
problems by cuts in wages. Towards this end the 
Dawes Plan, the return to the Gold Standard, etc., 
were so many stages which could only be carri~d. to 
their conclusion by an attack on the standard of hvmg 
of the working class.'' There was thus, from the 
beginning, a fundamental difference _in the atti~ude of 
the miners and the General Councll to the dispute. 
What the miners regarded as a challenge to the whole 
working class, in which they, being involved as the 
shock troops, had a right to expect the assistance of 
the other organised workers, the Council looked upon 
as a wages dispute involving one particular industry, 
just as any other industry might unfortunately be 

involved. 
The enthusiasm shown in the General Council's 

Report for the findings of the Coal Commission is 
not \shared in the Miners' Statement. They con
sidered this Commission to be unnecessary after the 
Sankey Commission, and declared that it was p~rt 
of "the moral preparation of the Government, Its 
real purpose being to find an argument whic~ would 
divide the united front of the workers.'' This Com
mission, they say, produced the kind of report that 
would be expected from its capitalist personnel, and 
created no change in the situation-.' 'unle~s it be 
maintained that the greater concentratwn of md_ustry 
under the Baldwin or Aberconway groups IS so 
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desirable that the workers must joyfully accept 
reductions of wages to achieve it.'' 

As regards the Samuel Memorandum, the Miners' 
Statement gives documentary evidence to support 
their contention that "these terms were illusory, they 
were merely a bait." They quote the letters to Sir 
Herbert Samuel from the Government, various other 
official statements, and the answer of Mr. Baldwin 
in the House of Commons to Mr. Wheatley denying 
that he had ever indicated that he was willing to 
accept the Samuel Memorandum as a basis of settle
ment. On the charge of lack of discipline, the 
Miners' Statement contends that they remained 
consistently loyal to the policy which had been laid 
down by the Trades Union Congress and the special 
conference of Trade Union Executives, and 
repudiated the claim of the General Council to 
change that policy without consultation with their 
constituent bodies. 

Whether, if the miners had accepted the Samuel 
Memorandum at its face value, the Government 
would have coerced the coalowners into withdrawing 
the lock-out notices cannot be settled now by any 
documents or congresses. It will remain one of the 
great "ifs" of history. 

The discussion at the Special Conference centred 
more upon such relatively unimportant questions as 
:vhether _individual leaders had been right or wrong 
m certam statements, and whether this or that 
formula had been accepted at a certain time, than 
with the fundamental issues raised by the Strike and 
its call-off. As was to be expected, there were hot 
alt.ercations between the platform and Mr. Cook, 
chiefly on points of detail concerning the negotiations. 

Mr. Citrine, replying to the charge that the 
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General Council had made no preparations, stated 
that months befo:re the Strike he had prepared a 
memorandum on plans, and the Council had referred 
this to the Miners' Executive for comment. Through 
their president the miners replied that they "were 
not ready for that sort of thing yet.'' The Council 
had also approached the Co-operative Societies but 
negotia~ions had been brought t? a premature edd by 
an unwise speech of Mr. Cook s. (Mr. Cook inter
polated that his speech had been misreported and 
misrepresented by the Press.) As the General 
Council had been prevented by the miners from 
continuing these preparations, they had had to con
centrate on ''psychological preparation'' to produce 
"a spontaneous uprising of the workers" should the 
Strike materialise. 

.on the question whether the Negotiating Com
mittee had been prepared to accept reductions for the 
miners behind their backs, Mr. Citrine declared that 
the committee had definitely rejected the Birkenhead 
form':la, * and had only accepted one drafted by the 
Premter. 

No attempt was made by Mr: Citrine or any other 
speaker for the General Council to explain or justify 
the manner in which the Strike was called off. 

It was naturally to be expected that a Conference 
consisting of the Executives of Trade Unions would 
be pre-disposed to endorse the actions of a body 
composed of General Secretaries of unions. It was 
indeed highly improbable that it would pass an 

* It is now definitely established that the formula quoted on 
page 74 of this book was not the one referred to by Mr. Thomas 
as accepted by him and the Negotiating Committee· but it should 
b~ noted that the only difference between the Prem{er's and Lord 
Blrk~nhe~~·s drafts w~s that .in the former a reduction of wages 
was lmphcJt, whereas m the latter it was explicitly mentioned. 
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emphatic vote of censure upon the central body of 
the trade union movement, but it is open to question 
whether many delegates, in voting for the General 
Council's Report, rega!rded that vote as implying 
complete approval of what the Council has done, or 
as a condemnation of the miners. 

Two main issues which must be faced-and faced 
forthwith-by the working-class movement remain 
after all the discussion. First, both the General 
Council and the miners made a serious blunder in not 
defining exactly the terms and conditions on which 
the miners handed over the conduct of their dispute 
to the General Council when the General Strike was 
ca~led. The Co~ncil were continually placing the 
mmers, and bemg placed themselves, in a false 
position by not knowing how far they could go. This 
led to intense exasperation between the two groups 
of leaders and prepared the atmosphere of panic and 
impatience in which the Strike was called off. 

This was the first time that the General Council 
had taken over a dispute from any section of the 
movement and handled it as an affair of the whole 
organised working class. The terms and conditions 
on which this could be done had never been worked 
out because such an eventuality had never been con
sidered as practical politics, but they could and should 
have been definitely worked out when the General 
Council met the miners previous to facing the 
Memorial Hall Conference on May Ist. In fairness 
to the men called out, there ought to be a clear under
standing as to terms and conditions before any such 
eventuality arises in the future. 

Second, and this is of far deeper significance than 
any question of tactics or of organisation, the outlook 
of many of the most influential trade union leaders 
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does not take int<;> account the realities of the post
w~r struggle. It IS not a question of "incapacity " 
still less of "treachery" ; it is the refusal to readse 
that the wh~le working class is engaged in a bitter 
struggle for 1ts standards of life in which no quarter 
will be given by the other side. The coalowners had 
decl;~.red war ?n t~e miners, and unless, as S. 0. 
Davtes, the mmers leader, pointed out at the Con
ference, the trade union movement is to be committed 
to. t~e policy of .assisting ~apitalism to get out of every 
cnsts by acceptmg reductiOn after reduction in wages 
our lead~rs must frankly prepare for struggle on ~ 
class basts. 

The corpse at the ''Inquest'' was not the theory 
of the General Strike, but the I 9th century trade 
union leadership which refused to face up to the class 
issues involved in the miners' struggle . 
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APPENDIX 
THE LEGAL PosiTION. 

I T was, of course, inevitable that at some stage in 
the strike lawyers should be found anxious to 
pronounce that it was both illegal and unconstitu

tional ; in English history the existence of reforming 
lawyers would be a novelty indeed. It was left to 
Sir John Simon to fill this role ; and on May 6th he 
made his now notorious speech in the House of 
Commons. 

But fully to understand the legal problem, it is 
necessary to read Sir John Simon's speech in con
junction with the defence he made of his action before 
his constituents at Cleckheaton on May 2oth. He 
took his stand on two grounds. He argued, first, 
that "the decision of the Council of the Trade Union 
Executive to call out everybody, regardless of the 
contracts which those workmen had made, was not a 
lawful act at all" ; and, in the second speech, he made 
the point that the general strike was illegal because 
"if it succeeds, the effect is to make not employers, 
but the Government do something, Parliament do 
something, the community do something" which, 
presumably, in the absence of a general strike they 
would not do. It is needless to add that Sir John 
Simon immediately became the hero of the hour ; 
and the British Gazette became almost hysterical in 
its passionate admiration for Sir John's legal insight. 
The very next day, Mr. Justice Astbury, in a remark
able judgment adverted to below, paid Sir John the 
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compliment of adopting his view almost in the words 
he had used in the House of Commons. 

It is, of course, obvious that any person who breaks 
without notice his contract of employment renders 
himself legally liable ; but, until Sir John Simon's 
speech, it was universally assumed that a trade union 
would not be liable, since the Trade Disputes Act 
of I 906 specifically made it immune from responsi
bility for tortious acts committed in furtherance of a 
trade dispute. Sir John sought to cover this difficulty 
by arguing that a general strike was not in the minds 
of those who passed the Act. This is, of course, legal 
nonsense. Nothing is better settled than the fact that 
the Courts are only concerned with the plain words 
of a Statute ; what was in the minds of those respon
sible for its passage is completely irrelevant. This 
attitude was interesting less for its incorrectness than 
as evidence of the way in which, in a crisis, lawyers 
will twist the plain meaning of words to suit the cause 
of reaction. It is, moreover, noteworthy that the 
opinion of such eminently respectable papers as the 
Solicitors' Journal and the Economist was hostile to 
Sir John Simon's view. 

On the problem of legality, a much more difficult 
question was whether the general strike was a ''trade 
dispute" within the meaning of the Statute. Here 
we have no legal pronouncements to guide us, and 
the question must be left unsettled. The one thing 
that may be taken for granted is that the Baldwin 
Government will use its majority to see that this 
uncertainty is removed by Statute in the near future. 

On the question of unconstitutionality, there is no 
sort of substance in Sir John Simon's view. If his 
Cleckheaton SP.eech means anything, it means that 
any action which makes the Government change its 
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mind is unconstitutional. The argument proves too 
much · for it means that the word ''unconstitutional'' 
simply means inconvenient to the powers that be. 
Moreover, the one case decided in modern times 
which touches this point is definitely against Sir John 
Simon. In I 842 Thomas Cooper incited men to 
strike on behalf of the Charter, and was indicted for 
sedition. ''Honestly and peaceably to c:dvise the 
working class to agree to cease fro~ workmg- f~r the 
purpose of obtaining the Charter IS not, m. 1tsel~, 
criminal" ; so Mr. Justice Erskine told the J;try m 
that case, and he has never been overruled m any 
Court. His language exactly describes the conduct 
of the General Council, and such legal authority as 
exists, is therefore on their side. It is, further, note
worthy that Sir Douglas Hogg, the Attorney
General, has been persistently careful not to adopt 
Sir John Simon's view in this regard. He has, very 
wisely, talked instead of removing doubts by 
strengthening the law. . 

Sir John Simon has, of course, plumed h1mself on 
the Astbury judgment, which was, as noted above, 
delivered on the day after his speech of May 6th, 
brought aid and comfort to reaction, and was alm?st 
a repetition of its words. The case Mr. Justice 
Astbury had to decide is now well known. The 
National Sailors' and Firemen's Union-whose 
president is Mr. Havelock Wilson-has a rule which 
prevents a strike being called without the authority 
of its executive. It therefore brought what may be 
termed a collusive action against one of its officials 
to prevent any of its me~bers being called. upon to 
leave his employment w1thout such authonty. Mr. 
Justice Astbury granted it an interim in juncti~n to 
this end. The case was remarkable for many thmgs, 
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of which it is worth while to note three : (I) The 
defendant was not heard by counsel, but consented 
to judgment-a strange thing indeed if he really 
intended to call a strike ; (2) not a single legal 
authority was cited in the case; and (3) the legal and 
constitutional issues decided by Mr. Justice Astbury 
were completely irrelevant to the matter upon which 
he was asked to pass. Now it is elementary law that 
a decision is valid only for what it has to decide ; and 
the Astbury judgment, though interesting as an index 
to its rriaker' s mind, is as little decisive on the legal 
and constitutional question as Sir John Simon's 
speech. What la~ there is on the point is that alr.ead.y 
quoted in Cooper s case. That, as has been sa1d, IS 

definitely against Sir John Simon's view. 
Now it is easy to make too much of these legal 

and constitutional questions. But it is worth while 
to state them clearly if only to point out two things. 
First, it is obvious that the law in relation to general 
strikes at best permits them (R. v. Cooper) so long 
as they are peaceable, and at worst is so uncertain 
that no conclusion can honestly be drawn therefrom ; 
and, secondly, Sir John Simon and Mr. Justice 
Astbury combine to prove to the workers (1f they 
need proof) how little the supposed impartiality of 
the Courts really counts when the interests of the 
possessing classes ar~ in jeorardy .. Judges do not 
make the law out of 1deals la1d up m heaven ; they 
find it in the background of their unconscious 
economic prejudices and then gravely announce that 
the voice of eternal reason has spoken. The lawyers 
showed in the General Strike that they will use every 
legal weapon they c~ ?isco:ver to prevent a challenge 
being made to the d1vme nghts of property. 
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